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New Satellite telecommunications link
improves contact with Scott Base

The inaugural telephone call on a new satellite link between DSIR Antarctic's Christchurch
headquarters at the International Antarctic Centre and Scott Base was made at 3 p.m. on
January 29 1992.

Dialling the call, directly from Christchurch, the Minister of Science Denis Marshall spoke
to DSIR Antarctic's acting manager Dave Geddes via a videoconferencing link connected
forthe purpose. Thecallcameattheendof monthsof research undertaken byDSIRAntarctic
and Telecom, and the construction this season of a Satellite Earth Station at the site of the
First Crater near Arrival Heights.

Antarctica's isolation creates special com
munication needs; these include difficulties in
sending and receiving information and data to
other parts of the world, operational and
support needs, emergencies or environmental
concerns as well as contact for personnel
working at bases with families and friends in
other parts of the world. Telecom or the New
Zealand Post Office, as it was until 1 April,
1987, was one of a number of (then) govern
ment organisations invited to contribute their
expertise to New Zealand's ongoing effort in
Antarctica during the 1950's. Since then the
organisation has provided a team of up to five
technicians and operators each summer to
handle communications both between Scott
Base and New Zealand and to service field
equipment as well as training personnel to
handle it. One technician and one operator
have also always wintered over.

The new link replaces the radio telephone,
used with minor improvements since 1957,
and offers Scott Base a full range of commu
nication products and services at a quality
consistent with onshore services. They include
telephone, facsimile, digital data transfer, and

videoconferencing, sound radio and com
pressed video. Moreover the facilities as they
are introduced can be used around the clock
eliminating the restrictions of the old time
schedule.
Among the preliminary work undertaken for

the project was a full review of existing
equipment and projected requirements which
was completed in 1989, an environmental
impact report, approved by the appropriate
New Zealand authorities, a survey for the
satellite link and site selection. Only two sites
were considered suitable for the satellite link,
one at Nob Hill and the other at the FirstCrater
at Arrival Heights; the latter was chosen as it
required less roading and other construction
work.

Most of the equipment was flown to Scott
Base during the first three weeks of October,
the remainder later in the season. Cargo was
prioritised to facilitate construction. The task
involved a site survey, levelling, the laying of
foundations and the construction of the base.
This was followed by assembly of the Radome,
installation of the satellite equipment, erection
and tuning of the antenna and commissioning.
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Three different groups of personnel, total
ling 14 in all, were involved in the project in
Antarctica which was supported by a further
30 who remained in New Zealand. The team
comprised Theresa Boyce, a project design
engineer from Telecom in Wellington who,
during October, undertook site testing while
the excavation and drilling was underway and
returned later in the season for the satellite
station commissioning phase. Murray Mitchell
from Works Consultancy Services in
Christchurch, provided quality assurance for
the construction team comprising Jim
McGregor, John Henderson and Dean Flintoff,
riggers from Telecom Services Ltd in
Christchurch. Garth Varcoe and Con Faber of
DSIR Antarctic, and John Nelson from Macra
Drillers who went south as a driller but later
assisted with the construction. Also south on
the project were electrical technicians Phil
McLintock, John Mock, and Gerard Kenniwell
from Telecom in Christchurch and Ross Mackie
who coordinated the network commissioning

phase. Robin McNeil, also from Telecom,
undertook an HF(High Frequency) Appraisal,
work on the PABX and power distribution.
David Basile, a consultant was involved in the
antenna installation and alignment.

The team erecting the main structure were
often hampered by abysmal conditions, work
ing in winds up to 125 km and temperatures
down to -30c. Frostnip was not an uncommon
occurrence.

Telecom's new station foundation structure
was designed by Works Consultancy Services
Ltd., in Christchurch, who oversaw the con
struction in conjunction with Telecom and
DSIR Antarctic. The structure has been built to
withstand temperatures in excess of minus 50
deg C and winds up to 200 kilometres per
hour. Overall it comprises a ten metre wooden
platform supported by 15 stilts giving it a
height of approximately a metre above ground.
It is bolted to a total of 17 concrete blocks which
in turn are anchored into the permafrost with
a total of 34 six metre long rods.

SCOTT M BASE

Dave Geddis, DSIR
Antarctic's acting
manager at Scott
Base takes the
inaugural call from
the Science
Minister, Denis
Marshall - Photo.
Yuoinne Martin.
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On the platform Telecom staff have assem
bled a Radome which is 15 metres in diameter
and fastened to the base by a ring beam. The
Radome has been assembled from 270 trian
gular panels made of Kevlar, a type of carbon
material developed for the Space Program
(and used in KZ7, one of New Zealand'syachts
for the Americas Cup) set on individual frames
which have been bolted together.

Inside the station

Inside the Radome is a nine metre C-band
earth station antenna plus high power radio
frequency equipment. The antenna is pro
grammed to trackthe INTELSAT V-A satellite
operating on 174 deg E and primarily serving
the Pacific Ocean Region. This satellite will be
further upgraded in 1993.

Links from the station to Scott Base (which
has been completely rewired with state of the
art local switching including a Systemax local
cabling system and plug for voice and data
transfer) are via a high frequency fibre optic
transmission system and power cable which
have been run along existing routes as much
as possible.

For simplicity of operation in the remote
location and to keep the power demand to a
minimum Single Thread Electronics have been
used and spare parts are being kept at Scott
Base for replacement by the Telecom Techni
cian should a fault occur. An equipment
shelter (to house the high frequency equip
ment) has also been constructed at the site of
the Satellite Earth Station within the Radome.

The configuration, as established, com
prises a 512k bit carrier which is expandable
as required but for the moment provides 15
continuous high quality channels for voice
and data communication. Transmission from
Scott Base can be made direct to the Interna
tional Antarctic Centre in Christchurch or
other telecommunication subscribers via the
international telecommunicationsnetwork op
erated through Telecom's Warkworth Satel-

The new earth satellite station at Arrival
Heights with Mt. Discovery in the
background.

lite Earth Station. Although initially the
system is linked to Scott Base only, it will be
available to other prospective users working
in the Ross Sea region.

This new system replaces the High Fre
quency radio link with New Zealand which
provided only two simultaneous voice channels
into Wellington and connected to the Telecom
national and international network. The link
was often distorted by solar flare and iono
spheric disturbances making access to avail
able voice circuits unreliable, sometimes for up
to several days.

Calls had to be placed through a local
operator who connected them to the national
or international toD network. Direct dialing is
now available throughout the base. Whereas
previously calls were restricted to ten minutes
or less and sometimes rationed over peak
months to one a week now they can be made
at anytime. A limited slow speed type of telex
facility was operated on the system but it had
no data transfer capabilities consistent with
modern requirements. Now, personnel at the
base have the same facilities as in any modern
office.

Further improvements

Improvements to operational communica
tions including links to shipping and aircraft in
the region, and field parties, are now being
examined and may be implemented in future.
In tiie meantime personnel spending the win
ter at the base , who include staff involved in
the day to day running and technicians over
seeing scientific programmes, have access to
world-class communications facilities in terms
of voice and data transmission. Scientists work
ing at the Base in future will be able to commu
nicate directly with the organisations and per
sonnel with whom they work.
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Third-equal ozone "hole" recorded for 1991
Ozone data from the network of ground-

based instruments around the Antarctic (in
cluding Dobson 17 at Arrival Heights) and the
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (the
NASA satellite) showed that the ozone deple
tion observed over the Antarctic in October
1991 to be the third-equal deepest ozone hole
on record; it is equal to that of 1989 but slightly
higher than that of 1987 and 1990. The
occurrence of the deep ozone hole in 1991 is
of particular interest as it is the first time there
have been deep ozone holes for three years in
succession, according to the results of a study
being undertaken by Sylvia Nichol of the New
Zealand Meteorology Service and Dr Carlo
Valenti from the Istituto Di Fisica Dell' Atmosfera

in Rome. They were at Scott Base from 24
August until 24 October when they returned
to Christchurch.

The graph shows that the 1991 ozone hole
developed to a mature state in a very similar
way to the severe ozone holes of 1989 and
1990. In each of these years a persistent
decline in total ozone was observed from mid-
September through to late September or early
October, with similar ozone-loss rates. In 1991
the lowest ozone value observed at Arrival
Heights was 143 Dobson Units (DU); this
occurred on 11 October. This is very similar to
the minimum ozone values from Arrival Heights
for 1989 and 1990 of 164 and 144 DU
respectively, which were observed within a few
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Springtime total ozone
measurements from Arrival
Heights for 1988,1989, 1990
and 1991.

400

days of 1 October. It is also very close to the
minimum total ozone value of 148 DU, meas
ured at McMurdo during the 1987 ozone hole
by the University of Wyoming ozonesonde
programme. The maximum ozone depletion
in those yearsrepresentsa lossof about 50 per
cent of the total column.

The 1991 ozone hole began to diminish in
size and intensity at the end! of October. This
can be seen in the graph with the low ozone
valuesbeing maintainedat Arrival Heightsuntil
the end of October, when the local ozone levels
increased to over 250 DU.

Partof this recovery in ozone levels at Arrival
Heights was also due to the po
sitioning of the polar vortex rela
tive to the Arrival Heights region.
An unusual feature of the 1991

ozone hole was the elongated
shape of the polar vortex during
October, at the time when ozone
values were at their lowest. This
feature resulted in coastal region
stations being influenced by mid-
latitude air on some occasions.
During mid-October the vortex
was significantly ebngated along
the line 70deg W-l lOdeg E so
as to cause ozone readings of
below 200 DU to occur over the
southern tip of South America
for several days.

Each springtime the relatively
low ozone values continue until
the break-up of the polar vortex,
which marks the transition from
winter to summer circulations in
the Antarctic lower stratosphere.
In 1991 the vortex broke up
about November 18; this was
about two weeks earlier than in
1989 and 1990. The earlier
break-up of the 1991 polar vor-
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tex relative to the two previous years, and the
very elongated shape of the polar vortex, were
related to the observations of strong planetary
wave activity (particularly of wave number 2)
throughout the spring.
Strong planetary wave activity acts to weaken

the polar vortex, leading to a warming of the
stratosphere and an increase in stratospheric
ozone. Thiseffect was particularly noticeable in
1988. Unusually strong planetary wave activ
ity occurred in the late winter and spring of
1988; and the 1988 ozone hole was relatively
mild and short-lived when compared to the
more recent years.
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An ozone hole has occurred over the Antarc
tic each springtime since the late 1970's. Up
until the late 1980'saconsiderable interannual
variation was observed in the depth of the
ozone hole, with a general trend towards
greater depletions. During this period deeper
ozone holes generally occurred in the odd
numbered years, and milder ozone holes oc
curred in the even years. This variability was
linked to the dynamical features of the atmos
pheric circulation such as the quasi-biennial

oscillation.
Deep ozone holes have now occurred in four

of the last five years. This apparent lack of
variability in recent years may imply that the
chlorine chemistry is becoming dominant over
the dynamical influences.

"Antarctic" thanks Sylvia Nichol for her
assistance with this article.

Troposheric aerosols and the sulphur cycle
Plankton in the world's oceans produce

large amounts of reduced sulphur gases, par
ticularly dimethyl sulphide (DMS) which is oxi
dised in the air and within cbud droplets to
form sulphate aerosol, largely sulphuric acid.
These aerosol particles serve as cloud conden
sation nuclei (CCN), and their concentration
and composition affect the formation and
properties of clouds. In this context they have
beenrelated to the Gaia hypothesis that Earth's
life forms actively regulate their physical and
chemical environment.

By producing more DMS it is suggested that
planktonmight cause aninorease inthe number
of CCN, which could lead to whiter cbuds
(higher albedo), less light/heat flux to sea level,
causing a negative feedbackto plankton growth.
If genuine this natural climate feedback could
play an important role in the gbbal warming
predicted to result from increased greenhouse
gases.

Mike Harvey, Ben Liley and Ian Boyd of the
New Zealand Meteorological Service have been
studying the relationship between sulphate
aerosols and marine emissions of reduced
sulphur in conjunction with David Wylie of
Auckland University. They spent three weeks
at McDonald Beach, near Cape Bird on the
northern tip of Ross Island, as a high latitude
component of this study.

In spite of a two week delay in flying to
Antarctica, some damage to equipment in
transitand variable power from apetrolgenera
tor resulting in bbwn supplies to vital equip
ment, all was eventually coaxed into full work
ing order and the experiment was a success.

Over the three week measuring period me
teorological conditions were ideal for sam
pling. For most of the time there were moder
ate onshore winds, but there was also a good
range of ahemativesincluding windsof over 40
knots average speed and several snow show
ers.

In general aerosol counts were consistent
with those from a previous NZMS study at
Butter Point. During the snow showers the
concentration of accumulation-mode aerosols
dropped to a very low level, while total conden-
sationnucleicountsrose in agreement with the
recent findings of other investigators. Accumu
lation mode counts were bwer during the
strong southerly winds, suggesting clean con
tinental air.
The gas phase measurementsmade by Dave

Wylie, included a week of continuous air sam
pling, a day of sea water sampling at three
depths and two days of melt pond sampling as
well as simultaneous measurements of the air/
sea and air/pond combinations according to
wind direction. High levelsof DMS were found
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in seawater and in northerly (onshore) winds.
Very high levels of carbon disulphide were
measured in pond water and in air that passed
over the ponds.

Further analysis of the results will focus on
quantifying the various effects and correlating
the gas, aerosol and meteorological data.

Photographing the Adelie Penguin rookeries
Aerial photography has now been used to

census Adelie penguin rookeries in the Ross
Dependency since 1981 in order to establish
baseline data on longterm population trends
for the birds and relate the trends to climatic
parameters. Using this information a group of
scientists from DSIR Land Resources in Nelson
will be able to distinguish any changes in the
Ross Sea ecosystem due to commercial exploi
tation or human disasters rather than those
resulting from natural phenomena. The project
is part of an international effort, co-ordinated
through the Bird Biology Committee of Scar to
monitor environmental change in the Antarc
tic Ocean Ecosystem.

The team travelling south this season com
prised Dr Peter Wilson, Project and Field
Leader, Bruce Thomas and Brian Karl, tech
nical officers and technician Kerry Barton. All
came from DSIR Land Resources in Nelson.
They were in two parties, Peter Wilson and
Kerry Barton going south in November-De
cember and Bruce Thomas and Brian Karl for
the January section of the programme.

This season the photography was carried
out on 4 December in an RNZAF Helicopter
piloted by Russell Piriri and on 9 December in
a VXE-6 Helicopter piloted by Johnny Greer.
From late November to early December is the
incubation phase of the breeding cycle when
the birds present are sitting on their nests while
their partners are at sea feeding. Flying in the
helicopter at an attitude of 2,500 feet, so that
the penguins are not disturbed, the team pho
tographed the Cape Royd's colonies and car
ried out a ground count on the same day for
verification of their aerial results. The flight
which tookthem to Cape Royd went via Capes
Crozier, Bird and Barne. Photography at Cape

Crozier was aborted because of cloud but was
undertaken at Cape Bird. A brief stop at Cape
Barne enabled them to check on breeding
success.

Earlier, on December 3 using a RNZAF C-
130 Hercules piloted by Dave Wake and flying
at a minimum of 1,000 feet, they also photo
graphed 18 of the 21 rookeries known toexist
along the Victoria Land Coastline from Beau
fort Island to Possession Island. The weather
was changeable and they encountered bw
cbud cover (2,000 to 3,000 feet) and turbu
lence at some of the rookeries. They were able
to fly under the cbud cover and photograph all
therookeriesexceptFranklinlslandWest which
was totally obscured on their way north but
visibility had improved sufficiently for photog
raphy on their return.

Having spent from the 5 to 9 December at
Cape Royds in snowy and windy conditions
they then returned to Scott Base via Cape
Crozier where they were able to photograph
and spend two hours on the ground making
observations at the East Rookery.

On January 15, 20, 21 and 24, further
helicopter flights enabled them to return to the
colony at Cape Royds to look at the chicks
more closely, measure them, examine their
condition, and assess survival rates. A Helicop
ters N.Z. aircraft piloted by Rob McPhail un
dertook two of the flights while VXE-6 aircraft
piloted by Mike Church provided the others.

Not all their results are available but at
Cape Royds they found 3,358 chicks, 1.04 for
each breeding pair compared with 0.84 last
season and representing an increase of 21
percent. One hundred chicks were selected
randomly at both Cape Royds and Cape Cro
zier East and measured. Chick survival and
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condition was greatly
improved from last sea
son, possibly reflecting
the earlier and more
complete breakout of
fast sea ice in McMurdo
Sound this season.

Results also showed
the rookery at Cape
Royds to be very settled
this year with 96 per
cent of the birds present
occupying the nests.
This was in marked con
trast with last season
when only 78 percent
of the nests were occu
pied. The ground count
at Cape Royds showed
3,218 occupied nests,
representing an increase of 26 on last years
count reversing the trend from the last two
seasonswhennumbershad decreased. Counts

4000

Number
of adult 3QO0 .
birds

2 0 0 0 -

.*- total birds

- 2

Productivity
(chlcks/palr)

1 9 8 3 / 4 1 9 6 5 / 8 1 8 8 7 / 8 1 8 8 8 / 9 0 1 0 9 1 / 2

Year

of other rookeries are still being analysed and
will albw the team to determine whether this is
a local or more general effect.

Plants "rediscovered" further south than
expected

Scientists working in the Ross Sea area
have found terrestrial plants to be relatively
rare with only mosses and lichens present
and their occurrence is very restricted. The
discovery of sites with rich plant cover is,
therefore, of considerable interest for not
only does such a discovery provide new
information on plant distribution but such
rich plan t growth means that some material
can be used for experimental work without
adversely affecting plant survival.

A party from Waikato University, in 1989,
rediscovered the exceptionally rich plant growth
at Botany Bay and Cape Geology, Granite
Harbour, about 140 km north of Scott Base.
It was "rediscovered" because the plants had
been noted and commented on by Shackleton
and both Scott expeditions, but had since

received little or no attention. In January and
early February, 1992, the area wasrevisited in
order to further describe the plants and inves
tigate the effects of high light levels, including
UV radiation, on plant performance. The
party comprised Dr Allan Green of the Univer
sity of Waikato, Dr Rod Seppelt from ANARE
and Professor L Kappen of the Polar Ecology
Division of the Institute of Kiel in Germany.

Detailed collecting and describing over three
weeks revealed a total of seven mosses, one
liverwort and 30 lichens in Botany Bay, Cape
Geology. Some species had only previously
been described at sites about 7 degrees latitude
further north so that the finds represented a
massive southward extension of blown distri
butions. Three mosses, Ceratodon purpureus,
Pottia heimu and Bryum argenteum domi-
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nated the wetter ground areas and formed
many square metresof continuousplant cover.
The next common fichen was Buellia frigida
which formed a complete black cover, overthe
rocks in some areas. Detailed descriptions
were made throughout the area so that the
relationships between the plants could be re
vealed.

A brief visit was also made to a second area,
Kar Plateau, on the north side of Granite
Harbour where a total collection of five mossess
and 22 lichens, confirmed that it too was a rich
site. These numbers should be compared to
three mosses and three lichens in the vegeta
tion of SSSI number 12 Canada Glacier,
Tayfor Valley.

Physiological studies were carried out on the
response of moss photosynthesis to high light
levels. Previous studies at Australian Antarctic
bases had suggested that the mosses were very
sensitive to high light and that an almost
complete collapse of photosynthesis could

occur. At Cape Geology the team used a
combination of automated photosynthesis
measuring equipment and fluoresence sys
tems that showed the state of the mosses
photosyntheticmetabolism. Detailed studies of
Bryum argenteum revealed almost total re
sistance to highlight levels with rapid photosyn
thesis occuring under the brightest sun. Speci
mens adapted to deep shade, however, were
damaged by high light but no difference in
damage level was found in the presence and
absence of normal UV radiation. It seems that
any damage is a total light effect but that
mosses growing in the open are resistant to
high light.

The studies have revealed that the Ross Sea
area isunder-recorded for plants and that more
detailed surveys are still required. The photo
synthetic studies, undertaken this season, have
shown the advantage of using modem equip
ment in the field and suggest that mosses are
quite well adapted to Antarctic conditions.

Photographic glass plate found at Cape Evans
An original glass plate of a man believed to

be Ernest Joyce, a veteran of three Antarctic
expeditions and recipient of the Albert Medal,
having his hair cut was found in the dark room
of Scott's Hut at Cape Evans by members of
the team preparing a computerised inventory
of the artifacts for the Antarctic Heritage Trust
during the season. Although damaged, the
plate records a unique and informal aspect of
"camp life" at the time. It is believed to have
been taken during the Imperial Trans-Antarc
tic Expedition of 1914-17. The barber is
possibly Ernest Wild, whose brother Frank was
with Shackleton on the Endurance.

Ernest Joyce first travelled to the Antarctic as
an Able Seaman on Scott's Discovery Expedi
tion of 1901 to 1904. He was subsequently
a member of the shore party on Shackleton's
first expedition of 1908-09 when he was in
charge of general stores, dogs, sledges and

zoological collections. Later he became a
member of the Ross Sea Party whose objective
was to lay depots in support of the second leg
of Shackleton's Antarctic crossing. On arrival
at Hut Point some preliminary depot laying
was undertaken. Plans were then for some of
the party to spend the winter on the Aurora
and for the rest to stay at Scott's Hut at Cape
Evans. The folfowing summer they were to
complete the depot laying and await the arrival
of the six men who were to cross from the
Weddell to the Ross Sea.

During a storm on the evening of May 6,
1915the Aurora broke from her mooring and
spent the next ten months trapped in the sea
ice drifting helplessly. (In March 1916 she
limped, badly damaged, into Port Chalmers
near Dunedin.)

At the time the vessel broke out Mackintosh,
Joyce, Jack, Haywood, Cope and Wild were
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either at or approaching Hut Point and were
separated by 13 miles of open water from
Spencer-Smith, Gaze and Richards who were
at Cape Evans. The Hut Point party crossed on
June 2 to hear for the first time of the disap
pearance of the ship. Because the ship had
been considered safe in its winter quarters little
had been unloaded and now not only did the
ten men have to survive on rations and supplies
left by Scott's expedition but they also knew
that the ship, if not bst, was unlikely to be in
before they had to begin laying depots the
folbwing summer. They had therefore to draw
on Scott's supplies for the laying of depots to
support the six men of Shackleton's crossing
party.

Between June and August of 1915 the ten
men made sledging bags, sorted, weighed and
packed supplies some 4,000Ibs of them which
were to be taken first to Hut Point and from
there to Minna Bluff with two jour
neys planned to Latitudes 82 and
83 degrees and one south to the
Beardmore. They set off as planned
and completed their objectives but
weakened by the privations and
the heavy work of sledging and
suffering from scurvy Spencer-
Smith died on 9 March while still
out in the field. Macintosh and
Haywood's conditions had also
deteriorated and blizzards kept
them confined to their tent for 12
days and they were short of food.
Only with great difficulty did the
men return to Hut Point to find

An original glass plate of
a man having his hair cut
at Scott's hut at Cape Evans.
It is believed to be Ernest
Joyce in the chair and
Frank Wild doubling as
barber.

that they were separated by 13 miles of water
from Cape Evans, the dimming light making
the land journey too hazardous. Macintosh
and Haywood, having recovered set out for
Cape Evans on 8 May 1916 and were pre
sumed bst on the sea ice. The others returned
to Cape Evans hut on June 15, ten months
after they had left to go sledging and all now
looked forward with some anxiety to what
January 1917 might bring forth. The Aurora
arrived on the 10th with Shackleton on board
bringing news of the loss of the Endurance on
the far side of the continent before the crossing
party had even set out.

This season's Antarctic Heritage Party was
led by John Charles of Arthur's Pass near
Christchurch and comprised Roger Fyfe, an
archaeologist from Taranaki Museum in New
Plymouth, David Woodings, Collections Man
ager from the Waikato Museum of Art and
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History, and Athol McCredie, a Freelance
Registrar from Wellington.

They flew south on December 13 and then,
after survival training and organisation of their
equipment, were flown to Cape Evans on
December 17. On the 21st they were joined by
members of the Youth Group for a few days.
They were assisted for a time by the youth
group which comprised Ken Fleck from the
Boy's Brigade in Invercargill, Andrew Merrill
from the Boy's Brigade in Auckland, Nicola
Hill, a winner of a Science Fair from Whangerei,
and Trish Sharp from Wellington representing
the Girl Guides.

In addition to putting some 5,000 items on
the inventory of artifacts, which represents 80
per cent of the job completed, the party also
found a crudely handmade crucifix used by
photographer and padre A.P. Spencer Smith
and a bath tub containing longjohns bebnging
to Apsley Cherry-Garrard. They had been left
to soak, frozen and were placed in the sun for
a few days to dry. When the waistband was
opened the initials C.G. were discernible. The
Wolsey "unshrinkables", still smelling of soap,
had been burned at some stage and were
marked with pencil for repair. The leggings
had been tapered and a pocket sewn on to the
top, possibly for a fob watch.

Leather horse gear, a brass drenching gun,
a pony brush complete with hair, a tooth rasp
and horse manure were also discovered as well
as nine decaying bodies of Emperor penguins:
In the sleeping quarters, tucked behind a drawer
made from packing cases and frozen to the
floor, was a box of survival clothing bebnging
to A.K. Jack, a meteorologist member of the
1914-17 expedition. It contained a sou-wester,
oilskin, hat and woollen cbthing. His job may
have kept him at base, for the equipment was
little used. Other items listed on the inventory
were as diverse as turtle soup, bbater paste,
cod roes and cans of Irish stew.

1991/92 was the third of the five year
conservation plan implemented by the trust
and although weather was not as good as usual
at Cape Evans weatherboards on the south
wall were removed, a butynol backing was

installed and the boards replaced. A large
amount of ice was removed from the stable
bays. Two days, December 26 to 28 were
spent at Cape Royds.
The Youth Group returned to Scott Base on

7 January and the Trust party, returned a week
later. During a four day delay prior to returning
to Christchurch they undertook general main
tenance work at Hut Point and Roger Fyfe
made a four hour visit to the Rock Igloo,
Wilson's Igloo on Igbo Spur at Cape Crozier
to carry out some archaeological drawings and
observations.

"A Hut" Museum
DSIR Antarctic would like to thank those

who sent contributions to the Division for the
Museum being established in the recently relo
cated A Hut, part of the original Scott Base.
(See Antarctic Vol 12. N0.6 pages 175-177)
Further material is however required.

Photographs, preferably with negatives or
slides of events which occurred in the years A
Hut was occupied would be of particular inter
est. From them, DSIR Antarctic hopes to set
up a series of protected albums within the hut
showing three or four photographs of memo
rable events from each season. It is anticipated
that such a collection will provide a summary of
New Zealand's Antarctic History. Winter-over
group photographs at Scott Base are also
required. The current collection startsin 1966/
67; earlier photographs would be appreciated.

All care will be taken and negatives or origi
nals will be returned to the sender.
Relevant documents of copies of them would

also be helpful.
Please mark the envelopes containing pho

tographs or information:

TAE Museum,
C/o Garth Varcoe,
DSIR Antarctic,
P.O. Box 14091,
CHRISTCHURCH AIRPORT
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ANARE

Completion of the new station
at CASEY

Part of one of the major rebuilding programmes undertaken by the Australians in recent
years was concluded this summer with the completion of the new Casey Station. Named
for Lord Casey, a minister In the Menzies Government during the first ANARE (Australian
National Antarctic Research Expeditions) to Heard Island in 1947 (and later Governor
General of Australia), the station was built between 1964 and 1969 but, over the past
few years it has been deteriorating structurally. The original site was restrictive and swept
by corrosive salt and sea spray and so the new station stands 1.5 km away from the older
buildings which are on the Budd Coast in Australian Antarctic Territory 66deg S/l 10 deg
E.
The new science building, costing $4 million

Australian and incorporating greatly improved
laboratory facilities for the biologists, upper
atmosphere physicists, glaciobgists and geo-
scientists was completed during the summer of
1991/92. InaD the new station, which opened
in December 1988, with the transfer of activi
ties from the old site, now comprises a Domes
tic building, Operations building, Store, Bal
loon building, ANARESAT Facility, Incinera
tor, Waste Treatment (sewage treatment),
Tank House, No. 1 Power House, Services
Reticulation and Electrical Control buildings,
an Emergency Vehicle Shelter (fire station), an
Emergency Power House and Vehicle and
Trades workshops. A new Transmitter Build
ing still has to be completed and a UAP
observatory may be added in future.

Responsibility for the project, approved by
the Parliamentary Public Works Committee in
1981 as part of a major rebuilding drive for the
three continental stations, was given to Austral
ian Construction Services, (the then Depart
ment of Housing and Construction), who were
to recruit labour and supervise the imple
mentation of the new designs being investi
gated and trialled by ANARE. Originally it was
intended that the full building programme
would be complete by 1991 but financial
restrictions have delayed progress and 1995 is

now the likely date.
According to a report in ANARE News of

December 1991, a specially trainedteam from
the Australian Construction Services will pro
gressively dismantle the club, the mess and
kitchen, the medical quarters and part of the
sleeping quarters of the old base and pack
them for return to Australia during the sum
mer. Items or building of heritage value are
being retained, with one module to be recon
structed for public display in Australia. Prelimi
nary work has begun and over the next two
summers this will be completed and the land
scape restored as far as possible to its original
condition.

All the fuel faculties at Casey have been
redesigned and reconstructed in a $ 1.2 million
project incorporating improved protection
measures against spillage, a substantial pre
cast concrete structure has been built around
the tanks to prevent fuel escaping in the event
of a spill. Similar facilities at Mawson and Davis
will be upgraded during the next three years.

Icebird's eighth season

Icebird operating in its eighth season with the
programme began with an ice-edge voyage to
Casey, transporting some 57 passengers, in
cluding scientists conducting a wide diversity of
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research projects in the Casey region. The area
is of particular interest to biologists, zoologists
and specialists in climate change offering re
sources, both unique and general enabling
scientists to build up pictures in their areas of
interest.

Drilling at Law Dome
Drilling cores from within the ice cap is the

only way of accessing data stored within the
natural archive that the Antarctic icesheet pro
vides. From analysis of the cores past climatic
conditions, sea-levels, ice-sheet configurations
and changes in the composition of the atmos
phere and itsdust-load can be determined. The
Law Dome Summit site provides a clear deline
ation of seasonally accumulated layers which
can be counted and dated exactly. A13 person
team has been involved in drilling a 1,200
metre core.

Scientists from Antarctic Division have pre
dicted that their methods of analysis would be
usable back to 8,000 years Before Present
with accurate data possible back to 10,000
years by applying extrapolation techniques to
a numerical model. They expect the core to
give detailed information on the change in
environmental parameters between the Last
Glacial Maximum 15,000 to 8,000 years BP
and the present and that the total age covered
by the core will be about 40,000 years. It will
be obtained using deep drilling techniques
tested in Greenland and analysed for palaeo-
temperature dating and accumulation, core
acidity related to atmospheric fallout, past
levels of greenhouse gases, atmospheric aero
sol and dust levels and ice flow studies and
monitoring.

Studies of the ecosystem
Scientists from the University of Kiel were

among those based at Casey where they fur
thered their study of the ecology of miaobial
systems in soils and on plants in Antarctic
ecosystems as part of a more extensive study
of microbial ecosystems in Antarctica to com
pare the terrestrial systems of continental and

maritime Antarctica. The systems are of par
ticular interest because they lack significant
faunal components and the root systems of
higher plants and yet grow in very specific
conditions. This work is closely connected to
the BIOTAS programme which seeks, in part,
to provide basic information on complex eco
systems.

Few data exist on seasonal changes in the
spectral composition of UV and UV flux en
countered in the Southern Ocean organisms
and their response. Using satellite data and a
variety of sensors, (some on board Aurora
Australis and spectroradiometers in Hobart,
at Macquarie, Casey, Davis and Mawson) to
quantitate the UV irradiance and standard
methods to assess biological responses scien
tists from the Universityof Tasmania, CSIRO's
Division of Oceanography and Antarctic Divi
sion are seeking to determine the UV radiation
climate over the Southern Ocean south of
Australia and to investigate aspects of the
response by selected species of phytoplankton
especially Phaeocystic to exposure to UV ra
diation.

Management
Management of antarctic and subantarctic

plant communities needs to be based on care
ful observation of their susceptibility to damage
and the causes of such damage. A group of
scientists from Macquarie University, Sydney
University and Antarctic Division undertook a
programme of field work at both Macquarie
Island and Casey to determine the potential of
selected speciesto recolonise sites disturbed by
human activity and to document photosyn
thetic attributes of plants, including susceptibil
ity to UV radiation in undisturbed and dis
turbed sites. From their results they hope to be
able to produce recommendations based on
field trials for the accelerated recolonization of
sites substantially, but not irretrievably, dis
turbed by humanactivity and to assess the likely
consequences for productivity of Antarctic and
subantarcticterrestrial ecosystemsof increased
UV irradiation as a result of continued
stratospheric ozone depletion.
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Adaptive strategies
Seeking fundamental information on the

adaptive strategiesof existing antarctic biota so
attributes of incoming diaspores can be as
sessed for their future establishment in Antarc
tica was another scientist working from Casey
and subsequently at Antarctic Division. By
studying the inherent attributes of species and
the adaptive features they possess it may be
possible to determine their prerequisites for
survival. Responses to temperature, water,
visible and ultra-violet radiation stresses and
environmental contaminates are all being de
termined as part of the project.

Taxonomicc
Survey continued

A taxonomic and phytogeographic survey
of antarctic mosses and lichens begun in 1971
was also continued with various scientists col
lecting samples from the field at Casey, Davis,
Mawson, Macquarie Island, Prince Charles
Mountains, Heard Island and in Victoria Land.
The project should yield a detailed picture of
plant distribution patterns, information on tax
onomy can be clarified and essential baseline
data on distribution and abundance for man
agement planning purposes and well as iden
tification of rare or endangered species worthy
of special preservation or conservation.

With the taxonomic survey now almost
complete scientists are extending their studies
to the sampling, identification and distribution
of non-marine algae. The results will help them
understand the fundamental physiology of the
components of the simple antarctic ecosystem
and the effects of changes to the ambient
environment. The work is collaborative be
tween Antarctic Division, Macquarie Univer
sity and the University of Sydney and was
undertaken from Casey where one of the team
is to overwinter. The algae are significant but
generally inconspicuous components of the
terrestrial and aquatic flora of AJitarcticâ  More
than 90 species have already been isolated in
the Windmill Islands region abne.

Icebird beset for 14 days
Icebird, one of the two vessels supporting

the Australian Antarctic programme spent
almost 14 days trapped in the ice off Casey
Station from December 27,1991. She was
65 nautical miles from the coast and 53
nautical miles from open waters and was
heading forMacquarielsland andHobart in
unseasonably heavy ice. The winds, which
normally contribute to the breakout, "did
not blow this season!," according to press
reports.

On board were 12 expeditioners return
ing to the city after spending 15 months at
Casey as well as others destined for summer
work on Macquarie Island. There was no
immediate danger to passengers and crew
but Antarctic Division considered using the
Aurora Australis to cut a path to Icebird, in
order to save programme time. If diverted it
was estimated that this would have taken
between three and five days.

In the event Icebird broke loose on her
own account and entered open water about
150 km north of the station at 1.30 p.m
AESTon 10 January 1992 and resumed the
scheduled programme with a visit to Mac
quariehland beforeretuming toHobart. As
a result of the besetment part of a naval
hydrographic survey of the coast near
Mawson Station was deferred until later in
the season but other work including field
programmes in the Prince Charles Moun
tains, Heard Island, deep drilling near Casey
and a major marine science cruise were
unaffected.

Penguin studies
Also working from Casey other scientists

from Antarctic Division continued monitoring
changes in the Adelie penguin breeding
populations at Whitney Point, and Shirley
Island, relating them to annual changes in the
population and levels of visitation by station
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personnel. They are also seeking to provide
ongoing information on the interaction of
Adelie penguin populations and station-re
lated activities and other forms of disturbance.
This information willbe used in future manage
ment plans.

Other work involving Adelies comprised
stomach flushing of adult birds and chicks to
determine the effects (temporarily) depriving
them of food on growth and survival.

Geographic information
systems

Another scientist from AUSLIG, the Aus-
trahan Survey and Land Information Group,
was participating in a SCAR project coordinat
ed by the working group on Geodesy and
Geographic information and designed to pro
vide real data for other scientific disciplines in
earth sciences and the study of the environ
ment and provide non-duplicating data to tie in
with other gbbal programs. His work involved
establishing a major survey at Casey and also
at Davis and Mawson using the results of two
pilot field programmes undertaken with other
SCAR nations in 1989-90 and 1990-91 with
simultaneous GPS observations at twelve sta
tions with tide-gauge connections around the
perimeter of Antarctica and southern conti
nents. If successful the network will be meas
ured again in five years time to provide defini
tive tectonic plate movement data relative to
gbbal geodetic networks.

In another joint project between the staff of
AUSLIG, Antarctic Division and the National
Tidal Facility at Flinders University, tide gauges
have been installed in each of the permanent
ANARE stations including Casey. The objec
tives of the project are to provide data for
elevations for mapping and depths for hydro-
graphic charting, tidal predictions for ship
ping, geodesy and to participate in interna
tional oceanographic programs such as GLOSS
and WOCE. In addition they will enable scien
tists to monitor sea-level changes attributable
to the "greenhouse'' effect, and isostatic read
justment and for oceanographic research.

Other programmes

In addition to these field programmes obser
vations undertaken at Casey include studies
relating to the propagation of Pel 2 Pulsations
across the Polar cap, geomagnetosphere,
magnetosphere, as well as seismic work. A
certain amount of work has also been under
taken in relation to human interactions at
Antarctic stations and immune responses as
well as the collection of data for Ihe ANARE
Health register which has been running since
1986-87 and is designed to gather, store,
analyse and report all health-related events
among ANARE personnel.

Meteorological centre
Casey also started this season to operate as

a meteorological centre offering satellite facili
ties which will provide detailed weather and ice
information for scientists building up a knowl
edge of the Antarctic climate and weather and
helping them predict with more certainty ice
and atmospheric conditions in the region. The
facility known as the Australian Antarctic
Meteorological Centre was opened by satellite
telephone on 19 Decemberwith a call between
the station and Ros Kelly, the Minister for the
Arts, Sport, the Environment and Territories
who is responsible for Australian Antarctic
activities. Good use was made of the facility
when Jcebird became trapped. The vessel was
provided with detailed satellite pictures which
enabled her to choose a route out of ihe ice.

Among the passengers on Icebird was a
cameraman from the BBC's Natural History
Unit who willbe spending the winteratMawson
filming for a David Attenborough documen
tary series "Life in the Freezer". The six half
hour films will depict the natural history of
Antarctica. Although the primary interest in is
seals and birds, particularly emperor penguins
in winter, station and field activities at Mawson,
including the dog sledge journeys, will also be
filmed for the last in the series which is about
man in the Antarctic.
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Nordic Antarctic expeditions

Finland, Norway and Sweden
complete first joint expedition

Finland, Norway and Sweden have recently completed their first joint Antarctic
Research Expedition. The expedition comprised 20 Swedes, including 13 researchers,
nine Norwegians and 11 Finns. Under a joint arrangement whereby one of the three
nations takes responsibility for each year of the programme Finland organised the
logistics. For this season the expedition used the Russian ship R/V Akademik Federov
which left Gothenburg in mid-October, arrived at Montevideo on 6 November and used
its Hughes 500 and MI-8 Helicopters to deploy scientists at Aboa, Wasa and Troll
between 18 November and 4 December. The shore parties were collected between 16
and 25 February, and the ship returned to Montevideo about 6 March and the scientists
were flown home.

The Swedish programme
The Swedes now have two stations in

Antarctica, the first Svea is located 1,250
metresaboveseal level inHeimefrontjellaat
74deg35minS/l ldeg 13mins W. It has four
beds and is equipped with food and field
equipment. Wasa, the second station was
established in January 1989 during
SWEDARP 1988/89 and is 4432 metres
above sea level in Vestjella at Latitudes
73deg3mins S/13deg 25 min W. This is the
main station in the area and can accommo
date 12 people. It is equipped with radio
telex, generators, snow-melters, an all-ter
rain vehicle, snowscooters and sledges.
In 1990/91 the stations were not manned or
visited and Antarcticactivityfor theSwedes
was limited to participation with other na
tions working on the continent. However,
under a pin t agreemen t with British Antarc-
ticSurvey, 13 Swedish scientists spent three
weeks on South Georgia. There they began
seven research projects in the fields of ter
restrial biology, marine mammology and
palaeoclimatology. All of these will be
contiinued in future years.

One of the major objectives of this years
Swedish programme was increasing the scien
tific understanding of the Phanerozoic geology
of Dronning Maud Land and its relationship to
the development of this part of Gondwanaland
before and during the breakup of the conti
nent. In charge of this work was Professor Ken
Larsson from the University of Lund. Previous
investigations in Heimefrontfjella and Vestfjella
were supplemented by studies of the Late
Palaeozoic sediments and Early Mesozoic ba
salt coversof the southwestern Kirwannveggen
Range. New to the project is a study of the
Urfjell Group, thought tobe an Early Palaeozoic
sequence of clastic sediments. Sampling for
sedimentological, stratigraphical and
palaeomagnetic analyses hasbeen undertaken
and observations made of the structural fea
tures of the strata. At Basen and Plogen in
Vestfjella, further samples were collected from
the recently discovered sites with Jurassic
sandstones intercalated in the basaltic flows.
All areas visited by the Swedish scientists were
also surveyed by GPS, (Global Positioning
Satellite).

Another group of scientists drilled for two
ice-cores each of 50metres in length from two
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localities between the Wasa and Svea. Their
objective is a picture of climate change. Oxy
gen-isotope stratigraphy will be used to define
the yearly accumulation of ice and tempera
ture, density and other parameters were to be
measured. pH measurementsof the core were
to be used to verify the stratigraphy. The
project is a pilot study for possible future work
with the USAP's National Science Foundation
in which deeper drilling will be undertaken. It
is the first stage of the iTASE (International
Trans-Antarctic Expedition), a seriesof traverses
over the continent designed to document the
atmospheric environment of the Antarctic ice-
sheet during the last 100-200 years. The
principal investigator for this project was Pro
fessor Wibjorn Karlen from the University of
Stockholm.

Mass balance work
Also from the University of Stockholm was

Dr Per Holmlund who was responsible for
studies of the balanced fbw of the Veststraumen
ice stream which lies at 74 deg S, 15 min W.
The fbw at the outlet of the steam is being
levelled against the inflow and the accumula
tion of snow within a geographically defined
drainage basin. Having collected the data and
calculated the basic fbw parameters the infor
mation will be added to a non-steady stage
model and used to calculate the present stage
of the ice stream and the effects of future
climate change. It will also be used in another
facet of the mass balance study which was
initiated in 1988 in two parts, the first involving
ice-depth soundings measured by airborne
step frequency radar and ice velocity surveys
made mostly with conventional optic instru
ments but using a GPS receiver in the more
remote areas. The second part is focussed on
the present accumulation of snow which is
measured by coring. From this data scientists
will devebp a model which will be adapted to
the calculations based on field data at Dronning
Maud Land. Among their results will be the
development of different climatic scenarios
and how they affect the extent and thickness of

the ice and predictions of the results of green
house warming.

On the downstream side of HeimefrontfjeOa
isadepressioncontainingasmallblue-icearea.
Since January 1988 scientists have been mak
ing a detailed study of the glaciological and
meteorological characteristics of this area and
these abng with ice movement mass balance
work are being continued. Similar work is also
being initiated in Vestfjella, where melting as
well as evaporation is a significant ablation
process. Associate Professor Stig Jonssonfrom
the University of Stockholm is responsible for
this work.

Geodetic networks
Three different geodetic projects have also

been undertaken. The first is part of the SCAR
Antarctic Satellite project which involves the
establishment of intercontinental GPS net
work with stations in Australia, South America
and Antarctica. Scientists are making re
peated GPS observations from these stations
in order to observe the tectonic movements of
the three continents.

Gravity measurements of the earth can be
made from satellite tracking data but the local
structures can only be determined by land
based measurements and the Swedish scien
tists have been making them around their
Antarctic stations for use in local geoid
determinations as well as improvements in
gbbal gravity models and other geophysical
and geological studies. The first stage of a
project which will ultimately produce a 1:2000
topographical map of the areas around the
Swedish stations has also been undertaken. It
involved the establishment of a local geodetic
control network by GPS and a topographical
survey.

Ever since WASA was established the
Swedes have carried out detailed building re
search to test building techniques which may
be used for future expansion of the station.
They are also taking advantage of the harsh
climate which accelerates change to study the
different processes used in construction. In
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addition they are testing various systems such
as wind generators, solar cells and accumula
tors designed to minimise energy consump
tion. A waste water management programme
is also underway.

The Norwegian programme
The Norwegians have one station in

Antarctica, Troll located at 72deg007minS/
2deg32.3minsE, 1290 metres abovesealevel
at Grjotlia, and is the focus of summer
operations in Jutulsessen which is about
200 km from the ice front.

Programmes in the area extended to
Jutulgryta and comprised the recovery of data
from sub-ice instrumentation deployed in Febru
ary 1990arxiinvestigatioraofthewatermasses
underneath the ice shelf and sampling of the
sea bed. This work was undertaken by scien
tists from the Norsk Polarinstitutt and the
University of Bergen.

In the Svarthamaren area two scientists
from the Norwegian Institute of Nature Re
search have been undertaking demographic
and physiological studies of the cobnies of
Antarctic Petrel, Snow Petrel and the South
Polar Skua. They planned this season to band
about 3,000 birds.

Deformation and mass balance studies on
the ice shelf involving radio echo-sounding,
surveying and meteorological programmes
were under at Riiser-Larsenisen by scientists
from the University of Bergen and Norsk
Polarinstitutt.

Norwegian scientists were also involved
in a non-governmental research expedition
investigating the Filchner Ice Shelf.

The Finnish programme
Aboa, the Finnish Antarctic Station lies

at 73deg03minS/ 13deg/25minW. It is in
the Vestjfella Mountains in DronningMaud
Land about 450 meters above sealevel.
Aboa was opened in January 1989, pro
vides accommodation for 12 people and is
occupied only in summer. Logistic support
for the field programmes is provided by two

Swedish helicopters, a Hagglunds BV 206
and a number of snow scooters.
The team working from thestation orjointlv
with other scientific programmes in 1991/
92 comprised three geologists and three
geodesists, a communications officer and
medical doctor.

Organisations represented by the shore
based party included Abo Akademi, the
Finnish Geodetic Institute, University of
Helsinki, and the Helsinki University of
Technology. The doctor came from the Finn
ish Defence Forces.

One of the major programmes for the
season was a geological survey of Western
Queen Maud Land supplementing studies al
ready started in the Basen-Plogenarea. During
a previous expedition samples of local basaltic
boulders with granitoid fragments were col
lected and this season work was directed to
wards understanding the basement volcanic
sequence of the Muren area in the south
western part of Vestfjella. Geological mapping
was also started on Mannefallknausene and
Heimefrontfjella where the bedrock is known
to consist mainly of metamorphic rocks of
Precambrian Age.

During the 1989 HNNARP expedition
gravity profiles were made in the area sur
rounding Aboa Station but a two-dimensional
gridwasstiUneededfortheanomalymap. This
season geodesists planned further work at a
density of five kibmeters square around Aboa
but no further than 100 km from it. A concrete
pillar was to be built for absolute gravity
measurements and the difference between the
local reference station and the Montevideo
absolute station was to be measured. Ice sheet
movements were also monitored and conti
nental movements were to be measured by
GPS as part of the SCAR Antarctic Satellite
GPS campaign.

Other scientific programmes undertaken
by the party included climatobgical studies of
the Vestfjella region, observations for an ozone
study programme being carried out in conjunc
tion with the Argentineans at Vicecomodoro
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Maramboa, work on building structures, envi
ronmental monitoring in conjunction with the
Swedes and the adaptation of circadian rhythm
of personnel in continuous light conditions.

In addition, on board the Akademik Federov
were a naval engineer and two marine physi
cists specialising in marine meteorology. This
team came from the Technical Research Cen
tre of Finland, the Finnish Institute of Marine
Research and IVO International Oy.

During the second leg of the voyage their
work focussed on ship technology, and sea ice
studies including ice load work. Data obtained
by defining ice properties can be used for
designing ships, evaluating their safety and
capability in Antarcticice conditions. Thiswork
comprised thickness measurements, coring,
temperature, salinity and density profiling as
well as strength measurements and
microstructuralanalysis. A marine meteorologi
cal programme, also undertaken, involved the
depbyment of three buoys, two containing
water temperature chains and a third with
snow depth sensor from the ship, one dose to
the Weddell Sea Ice Camp area (see page232)
and the others dose to Aboa. Radio balloon
soundings were made. Much of this work was
a continuation of that started during HNNARP
1989 but this year it was extended as a
cooperative programme with the Americans
and the Alfred-Wegener-Institut in
Bremmerhaven.

Nordenskjold Base at 73deg05minS/
13deg29minW is jointly operated by the
Finns and the Swedes. It has a snow runway
75 metres wide and 3,280 metres long
which can be brought into operation within
six hours of notification provided the base is
manned. Antarctic understands that it was
n o t u s e d t h i s y e a r . ^

Footnotes/Antarctjca 2.000 is a long term strategy
document issued by the British National Environ
mental Research Council outlining BAS programmes.
It was extensively covered in Vols. 11 No 12 and Vol
12. No 1 of Antarcttc.*"Further logistic details and
coverage of the major clean up operation will be
given in our next issue. Vol.12 N0.8.

BAS

Field programmes
remain in keeping
with "Antarctica
2000"*

Thirty-six field programmes have been
undertaken by British Antarctic Survey
scientists and associates from other
organisation and countries this season. A
major deanup programme was contin
ued. Logistical support was provided by
RRS Bransfield, RRS James Clark Ross
and HMS Polar Circle. Normal relief
activities and deployment of scientists at
Signy, Rothera, Faraday and Halley was
undertaken and regular calls made at
Stanley for retrograding and uplifting cargo
and passengers. In addition visits were
made to Ronne Iceshelf, Husvik on South
Georgia, Bird Island, Avian and Dion
Islands and Deception Island. A geoscience ,
cruise was also undertaken. The last voy
age for the season is expected to be
completed on 21 May when the Bransfield
returns to the UK. Visits were also made
to other national stations.**

Eleven of the projects covered the biological
sdences, four were geological, three involved
solid earth geophysics, five were glaciological,
four covered atmospheric physics and chemis
try and eight involved solar-terrestrial and
astrophysical research and one, human biol
ogy and medicine.

Biological studies
>Working at Husvik, South Georgia sdentists
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from BAS, NERC's Sea Mammal Research
Unit and the University of Stockholm spent the
summer investigating elephant seals. How
age and condition influence the reproductive
success; the annual energy budget of individu
als; the diet and foraging ecology of the seals
and their role in the Southern Ocean Ecosys
tem; and behavioural aspects of harem forma-

, tion were induded in the study.
i >0n Bird Island another group of sdentists

continued work on the reproductive perform
ance of known-individual fur seals and col
lected demographic data on macaroni and
gentoo penguins, the black-browed albatross,
grey-headed albatross and the wandering alba
tross. The factors influencing the population
processes and life history traits of seals and
seabirds, their lifetime reproductive success
and physiology are among the objectivesof this
project.
>Sdentists from Birmingham University, Texas
A & M University, Scripps Institution of Ocea
nography and from BAS are attempting to
quantify the dynamics of the consumption of
marine prey by seabirds and seals and to
investigate this on various spatial and temporal
scales with nutrient flux analysis.
>A number of national Antarctic programmes
are involved in collecting data for CCAMLR's
Ecosystem Monitoring programme (CEMP)
and BAS is no exception. The programme is
designed to seled and monitor parameters of
seabird and seal breeding populations which
might provide indicators of changes in the
ecosystem. Tissue samples were collected
from seabirds and seals for pollutant analysis.
Observations continued of the incidence of fur
seals entangled in man-made debris and of the
levels of plastics and other pelagic rubbish on
beaches.
>Seasonal changes and year-to-year varia
tions in ice-cover, seawater temperature, chlo
rophyll standing crops, nutrient concentrations
and biogenic gas concentrations in the sea and
atmosphere are being monitored and docu
mented as part of another BAS project. Data
is collected from two moored arrays compris
ing a current meter, an in situ fluorometer.

PAS sensor and temperature recorder and
sediment traps. The emerging patterns are
related to a mesoscale established by remote
sensing.
>The influence of the seasons in the Southern
Ocean ecosystem on the biology and ecology
of selected byrozoans, a dominant group of
musci with a well-documented taxonomy was
studied at Signy. Patterns of growth, nutrient
storage and reproductive analysis are impor
tant because low temperatures and the sea
sonal food supply are dosety related. Gastro
pod mollusca are being collected by dredging
for taxonomic and growth studies.
>Factors underlying the bw metabolic rates of
polar marine invertebrates and fish, feeding
and reproduction are also being studied by
sdentists from BAS and the University of St.
Andrews. How the reduced metabolic rates
influence energy allocation and reproductive
investment is of particular interest. Oxygen
consumption and nitrogen extraction of
harpagifers and other benthic fish is also under
study.
>The physiology and biochemical features
significant in determining survival of organisms
under low temperature, stress, low humidity
and oxygen deficiency on land and low light in
freshwater was continued with work on moss
growth on Signy.
>The relative contributions of chemical, physi
cal and biological weathering to nutrient re
lease and pathways in selected Antarctic eco
systems are being assessed in another project.
Field work this year included a study of stream
particle transfer and lake sediment
geochemistry at Signy as well as a continued
survey of seasonal methane productions in the
lakes on the island.
>Describing and quantifying the processes of
primary colonisation for several groups of
protozoa and microbes has been undertaken
for some years by another group of BAS
sdentists. It involves the characterisation of
propagule types, assessment of viability and
dispersal potential, and the description of ac
ceptable niche types.
At Signy the cobnisation of protozoa and
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microbesunder cloches established to simulate
the effects of gbbal warming was studied.
Analysis of the devebpment of feOfield plant
communities from soil propagule banks, moni
toring community development and cobnisa-
tion of recently degladated surfaces at South
Georgia was also undertaken.
>Models of terrestrial and freshwater ecosys
tems to help predict the results of climate
change are being developed for use in environ
mental management and conservation pro
grammes. At Husvik microinvertebrates were
collected for ecological study, and at Signy,
sediment cores were drilled from a further 20
lakes for subsequent analysis. Ice-cover was
reexamined and related to the current reces
sion and regional summer warming. New
exposures of vegetation were sampled on
South Georgia where a classification of the
major vegetation elements was also prepared.

Geology
>Studying the devebpment of afore-arcbasin,
defining the architecture of the sedimentary
units and assessing the extent of autocyclic
controls on sedimentation in fore-arc areas
was continued by another BAS scientist who
had worked previously on Adelaide Island and
extended the projed this year eastward to
Horseshoe Island, Pourquoi Pas Island and
Blaikbck Island and northwards to Biscoe
Island.
>The tedonic evolution of the Marie Byrd
Land crustal block was further studied in a
combined BAS-USAP-NZARP programme.
The team hope to establish an integrated
picture of the tectonic development of West
Antarctica, including Marie-Byrd Land within
the framework of Gondwana and the Padfic
Margin.
>The structural devebpment, role of fluids,
metamorphism, uplift history and tectonics of
a Mesozoic accretionary prism abng the Ant
arctic Peninsula margin of West Antarctica is
being investigated by another group of BAS
sdentists. Field work was conduded in North-
West Palmer Land between the Warren Ice

Piedmont and Pegasus Mountains.
>The devebpment of "Andean" magmatism
in relation to tectonic processes, melting and
magma-crust interaction and an understand
ing of the mechanism and consequences of
marginal basin formation is another geological
projed which includes an investigation of the
Palaeozoic and earliest Mesozoic magmatic
history of West Antarctica in relation to the
proto-Pacific subduction and Gondwana his
tory. Field work was concentrated on the Hgar
Uplands and Rnlandia Foothills in northern
Alexander Island and a study of Godfrey Up
land which lies on the boundary between
Palmer Land and Graham Land.

Solid earth geophysics.
>Three solid earth geophysics programmes
were undertaken, the first focussed on the
evolution of West Antarctica since the early
Jurassic onset of the Gondwanaland break-up
through study of the submarine and sub-be
crustal structure by oversnow and marine
seismic and airborne magnetic and gravity
surveys. This season oversnow seismic equip
ment was used to profile several 40km long
lines parallel and back from the ice front of the
Ronne Ice Shelf.
>Studying and modelling the complex interac
tions between be, ocean and sediment which
charaderise gladal/interglacial variation on
the Southern ocean and investigating the influ
ence of tectonic evolution on climate on a
bnger timescale were the objectives of a sec
ond project. Rekl work was carried out aboard
the RRS James Clark Ross during a 65 day
cruise in the Scotia and Weddell seas and in the
South East Pacific Ocean.
>Inathird projed, also aboard the RRS James-
Clark Ross, advantage was taken of the sim-
pHdty of the Cenozoic subduction history to
understand the effects of the Antarctic Penin
sula of subduction of the oceanic ridge crest.

Gladology
Two of the six programmes were undertaken
on the Ronne Iceshelf dose to the Rutfort Ice
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Stream.
> A Seismic investigation of the bed of the
stream and the ocean cavity where it merges
with the ice shelf was made as part of a
dynamics study and
>a high resolution radar sounder was used to
measure the internal and basal structuresof the
stream.
>Data from hot water drilling and ship-bome
hydrographic surveys on and abng the front
of the Iceshelf were being used to analyse the
thermal structure of iceshelves as dictated by
climate, ice fbw, deformation and heat and
mass exchange with the underlying ocean.
>Ice properties, physical and chemical, and
how they have developed in cores is informa
tion needed to interpret the environmental
record in ice and develop new indicators of
environmental parameters. Sampling and fur
ther coring was undertaken.
>A joint UK/US programme designed to
establish a quantitative, high resolution time
series of climate and related environmental
factors during the past several hundred years to
a few thousand years in the Peninsula region
and on the West Antarctic ice sheet by analysis
of the chemical and physical properties of ice
cores has continued with work on the Dyer
Plateau and a reconnaissance of potential
drilling sites on Beethoven Peninsula, Alexan
der Island.

Atmospheric physics and chemistry
>Ozone depletion measurements have contin
ued to be taken at both Halley and Faraday
where a simultaneous measurement of N02 is
also made.
>New Modular Automatic Weather Stations
(MAWS) have been installed at Halley and
Signy further extending the study of the past
and present climate change regime in the
Weddell Sea and Antarctic Peninsula area. A
new upper-air sounding system was installed at
Halley and soundings taken from the RRS
Bransfield and TOGA buoys deployed in the
Weddell Sea and enroute to the station.
>A second observational stage of the study of

the stable boundary layer dynamics at Halley
has been completed and equipment returned
to the UK.
>The role of high latitude meteorological proc
esses in the general circulation of the atmos
phere using satellite remote sensing data has
continued.

Solar terrestrial and astrophysical
research

>At Faraday regular soundings are made for
an ongoing study of mid-latitude ionospheric
physics, ionospheric and magnetospheric cur
rents for the World Data Centre and Interna
tional Geomagnetic Reference Held. Similar
work is also being undertaken at Halley but has
been extended to include a study of charged
particle predpitation and magnetosphere-iono-
spheric interactions and the spacial structure
and dynamics of auroral absorption. An Ad
vanced Ionospheric Sounder, a digital
ionosonde, is in operation at Halley IV but will
be moved to the new station site during the
year and recommissioned.
>The PACE programme is being continued
and VLF radio wave observations are being
made. OPALnet, Omega Phase and AmpK-
tude Logger networks are continuing to oper
ate with OPAL receivers being run at both
Halley and Faraday.
>Further work is being undertaken on the
development of Automatic Geophysical Ob
servatories with experimental depbyments of
prototypes.

In addition to their regular duties as medical
officers, dodors at Halley and Rothera have a
sdentific programme of their own. This year
they are completing their field sampling of
Haemophilus influenzae, the investigation of
the timing of light treatment, spectral sensitiv
ity and prophylactic melatonin on circardian
rhythms, the analysis of sleep/mood data to
determine its relationship to melatonin secre
tion, and an analysisof carbonmonoxide levels
Continued on page 233
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USAP-
Science from an ice-flow in the

Weddell Sea
In a unique co-operative project American and Russian sdentists are spending five
months in a specially constructed station drifting northwards on an icefloe in the western
Weddell Sea. Their purpose is to study the rates of heat exchange between the
atmosphere and ocean, the intervening role of the sea-ice cover and the nature of ocean
circulation beneath the ice. This is of particular interest because in the western Weddell
Sea, the water becomes cold and dense enough to sink below the surface of warmer
waters and form ocean bottom water that spreads throughout the world's oceans. Unlike
areas to the east, where sea ice melts each summer and remains thin during the winter,
the western Weddell sea is covered by ice throughout the year. The project, costing US$9
million is funded by the National Science Foundation with scientific, logistic and technical
support being provided by both nations.
Between 10 and 14 January scientific instru

ments for the project were packed at Cokim-
bia'sLamont-DohertyGeologicalObservatory
in Palisades, New Yorkand sentto Montevideo
for a rendezvous with the Russian icebreaking
research ship Akademik Federov. The ship
left Montevideo on January 22 and travelled
1,300 miles south of the tip of South America.
Between January 28 and February 13, the
researchers seleded a floe about one mile long
and half a mile wide where they set up their
research station and an airstrip.

Beginning at around 72deg S/46 deg W,
the studies will continue until the camp has
drifted approximately 400 nautical miles in a
northerly direction. Pickup is expeded in late
June 1992 at approximately 65deg S/50 deg
W by the newly completed US icebreaker/
research vessel the Nathaniel B. Palmer. In
the meantime the Weddell Sea Icecamp(WISQ
is being serviced by ship and Twin Otters
chartered by the National Science Foundation
from Ken Borek Air Ltd., a Canadian firm,
using the specially constructed airstrip. This is
the first time such a camp has been established

on the southern ocean.
Under the joint agreement for the project

the Russians, in addition to the icebreaker are
providing fuel, living units, beds and bedding,
basic camp power, a reverse osmosis
desalination water system, kitchen and medical
facilities, a mess hall, telephone system, bull
dozer, laboratory and warm storage fadHties,
laundry, sauna and latrine facilities.

In addition to the Twin Otter capability the
US are providing air support with two helicop
ters, food, communications and navigation
systems, space heaters for all buildings, addi
tional laboratory space and power, sleds and
skidoos, a snow blower, a winch, a TV/VCR
and two microwave ovens.

Soviet personnel include Camp manager
Valery Lukin who is providing both scientific
and technical support, nine other scientists,
two mechanics, a physidan, a technician and
a cook

Spaces for 16 US personnel have been
allocated. They comprise ten sdentists, a cook
and a helicopter crew of five, including three
pilots and two mechanics.
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The American sdentists are from Columbia
University's Lamont-Doherty Geological Ob
servatory, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo
ratory, the Cold Regions Research and Engi
neering Laboratory, the University of Wash
ington, Oregon State University, University of
Southern California, McPhee Research and
the Sdence Applications International Corpo
ration. The team has been brought together by
Dr Arnold Gordon, an oceanographer from
the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
in New York and the station is being managed
by Jay Ardrais from the same organisation.
The Russian sdentists are from the Arctic and
Antarctic Research Institution in Leningrad.

With the exception of the American camp
manager all other scientific and support staff
are manning the camp on a rotational basis,
the first exchange of personnel having been
made at the end of March and another is
planned for 23 April. Logistic support for this
facet of the operation is being provided by a
combination of Twin Otter and icebreaker.
The aircraft were used for the first change.

According to Dr Gordon's notes for USAP
(1991-1992) "energy exchange modescanbe
used to divide the Weddell Sea into three
distinct regions. The warm regime occurs in
the east where the intrusion of warm
circumpolar deep water keeps the water
temperature near +ldeg C. A cold regime
occurs in the centre where deep water is
overlain by a thick, near freezing-mixed layer.
In both these regions, enough heat is carried
seasonally to the sea ice to melt it completely
but in the western region the sea-ice cover does
not melt." The scientists suspect that the ther
modynamic processesatworkin the west differ
from those at work in the other two regions.

Focussing on large-scale oceanic circulation
and the variability ofthe Weddell Sea boundary
current sdentists mainly from the Lamont-
Doherty Geological Observatory are investi
gating how circulation and variability affect and
are affeded by regional water mass formation
and modification processes. Other investiga
tors are gathering hydrographic data, making

current-meter observations, conducting chemi
cal tracer experiments, measuring turbulent
flux and studying sea-ice dynamics. At present,
the scientists say, they have such a rudimentary
understanding of this system that they cannot
reliably predid whether global warming may
cause the ice cover to disappear to expand, or
whether it may cause the ocean toabsorb more
or less heat and carbon dioxide. The results
from all the projects should provide a unique
picture of processes occurring on and near the
Weddell Sea slope and an insight into the so far
poorly understood complex interaction of air,
ice and ocean in the ice-filled Western Weddell
Sea.

Contaminated fuel
jeopardises programme

An urgent air drop was made to the WISC
station on Wednesday 1 April after it was
found that the aviation fuel supplied for the
project was contaminated, restricting flying
operations and jeopardising the scientific
programme. A U.S. Air Force C-141 plane
left the Charleston Air Force Base in South
Carolina on Sunday March 29 for Punta
Arenas in Chile. On Wednesday April 1,
115 barrels containing 5,865 gallons of
new fuel were dropped, by members of the
427th Airlift Wing, onto the ice flow, now
70 degrees south of the east coast of the
Antarctic Peninsula. According to Dave
Bresnahan, an Antarctic operations man
ager at theNationalScienceFoundation, "it
was not a life threatening situation, the fuel
was dropped to get the helicopters back in
the air and save the science." All barrels
were recovered by camp personnel.
Continued from page 231
in pyramid tents during winter and summer
trips from Rothera. A dietary analysis of
overwinterers at Rothera is being extended to
Halley. Monthly blood samples are being taken
from members of all bases which with
anthropometric data forms part of a fong term
study with the analysis of serum lipid levels and
assessment of liver enzyme levels in samples
returned from Rothera and Halley.
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Major cleanup proceeds at McMurdo
A five-year US $30 million dean-up opera

tion centered on McMurdo Station reached a
mid-point during the season with the removal
of almost six million pounds of refuse from
Antarctica by the National Science Foundation
(NSF).

"In 1989 NSF proposed and received funds
for a major, multi-year Initiative to devebp and
implement a comprehensive approach to im
proving conditions associated with Antarctic
safety, environment and health conditions.
The goals of the Initiative include deaning up
past Antarctic operations and bringing current
activities into agreement with applicable U.S.
laws, and regulations, environmental provi
sions of the Antarctic Treaty, prevailing envi
ronmental attitudes, and current technology as
feasibly applied to the context of operation in
Antarctica." (1)

In Odober 1991 the Division issued the
"Final Supptemental Environmental Impad
Statement for the U.S. Antarctic Program", a
substantialdocument covering McMurdo, South
Pole and Palmer Stations as well as remote
support and field camps and sites no bnger in
use. Italsodefinesanddetaikthe proposed and
preferred Initiatives for current and future
operations.

Much of the practical activity has been cen
tred on McMurdo Station which not only
supports a population of up to 1,200 person
nel during the summer but receives also waste
retrograded from the 140 man station at the
South Pole. Considerable work has also been
undertaken at Marble Point, South Pole and
Palmer with ongoing deanups at disused sites.
According to the organisation, the refuse at
McMurdo has accumulated over decades and
included one and half million pounds of metal,
asbestos, PCB's and barrels of human wastes.
They have been sorted, labeled and container
ised for removal and return to the United
States. Most of it was shipped out to Port
Townsend, Washington D.C. on the MV

Greenwave during the season, but some, no
tably food waste was flown into Christchurch
for disposal.

New guidelines established by the NSF
should ensure, in future, that the amount of
material shipped into the Antarctic is reduced.
The current recycling programme is also to be
expanded and a more efficient incinerator is to
be installed.

Additional measures
In addition to the cleanup at the dump, NSF

has so far:
>Devebped a waste sorting system in residen
tial areas and at work centers which processes
85 percent of McMurdo's domestic waste
including cardboard, wood, glass, aluminium,
other metals, batteries and food contaminated
waste.
>Banned all open burning. A temporary incin
erator that began operating in April 1991 is
being replaced by a commercially built model.
>Processed and removed from the continent,
ashazardouswaste, 14transformersfiDedwith
oil that possibly contained PCB's and devel
oped plans to remove another 13 transform
ers that do not contain PCB's.
>Installed maceration and dilution equipment
for handling sewage handling and relocated a
sewage run-off pipe 17 feet below low tide
level.
>Detonated 76 pounds of outdated, unstable
laboratory chemicals and more than 3,000
rounds of obsolete expbsives at a remote site
on the Ross Ice Shelf, three miles from the
nearest inhabited area and ten miles from the
sea where the nearest wildlife is found.
>Crushed and removed 36 containers, each
with a capacity of 2,560 cubic feet, of dean
metal waste.
>Begun operating a "tub grinder" in January
1992 to process construction waste.
>Removed 1,500, 55 gallon drums of con
taminated fuel, organic solvents, adds/bases.
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>Completed the removal of asbestos from a
storage building previously used as a seawater
distillation plant.

(1) Covering letter issued with the Final
Supplemen talEnvironmentalImpact State
ment for the United States Antarctic Pro
gram. October, 1991.

New science facility at McMurdo opened
A replacement sdence facility at McMurdo

Station, known as the Science, Engineering
and Technology Center (SETC) was formerly
opened on Tuesday 5 November, 1991. Cost
ing US$23 million, it replaces the outdated
laboratory facilities contained in the Eklund
Biological Centre (EBC) and Thiel Earth Sd
ence Laboratory (TESL) and was in limited
operation for part of the season.

SETC is being built in three phases and
whencompfeteitwillconsistof five "pods" and
provide 46,500 square feet of working area,
compared with the 6,000 of the previously
used EBC.

The first phase houses a two-story "Core
pod" containing a telesdence room, computer
facility, conference room, multi-purpose space,
a lounge on the second floor and management
offices, spedal equipment rooms, storage
rooms and a receiving and staging area on the
ground floor. Also included is a biology pod
containing two Environmental Monitoring
Laboratories, seven general use laboratories,
two microbiology laboratories, four freezers,
four environmental rooms, a chemical storage
room, storage and preparation rooms, a field
party staging area and ten offices.

Phase II houses an Earth Science Pod which
comprises a sorting and storage room, rough
cut and thin sectioning rooms, an instrument
room/laboratory, electronics shop, common
work area, three freezers for processing ice
and snow specimens and six offices. This
phase will also contain an Atmospheric Sd-
ences pod comprising an assembly and test
area, two environmental laboratories, an elec-
tronicsworkshop, Faraday cage, photographic
dark room, receiving and recording area, and
six offices. Allowance has also been made for

penetrations through the roof to accommo
date instruments such as lidars.

The third phase will contain an aquarium
comprising a holding tank, two laboratories
and a storage room and also a dive locker, an
air compressor with a high pressure bank and
tank fill bin, tank storage area, workshop,
equipment shower/drying rooms with wash
sink and individual storage lockers.

Work on the new facility is expected to be
completed during the summer of 1992/93 but
the phasing out of the old laboratories with
associated transfer of equipment has already
begun and will continue throughoutthe current
winter. Rill operation of the first two phases
should commence in November 1992, with
the third phase being added in January 1993.

Named the Albert P. Crary Sdence and
Engineering Center after Dr Crary who died in
1987 "The new laboratory and its highly
sophistical scientific equipment will enable the
Nation's sdentists to do research procedures
not formerly feasible in the Antarctic" said
Walter E. Massey, diredor of the National
Sdence Foundation, during ceremonies at the
site. "Wewiflleammoreabouttheozonehole,
its effect on antarctic Hfe forms, and the role of
icesheets in gbbal warming, among other
investigations to be conducted here", he told
dignatories, scientists and construction work
ers who had assembled to dedicate the new
facility. Among them were Delia M. Newman,
US Ambassador to New Zealand, John A.
Knauss, director of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and Dallas L.
Peck, director, US Geological Survey. E.U.
Curtis Bohlen who headed the US delegation
to the recently completed international nego
tiations for environmental protection of the
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Antarctic, represented the Departmentof State.
Dr Crary was a prominent geophysicist and

gladologist and the first person to set foot at
both the North and South Poles.

Sub-antarctic

Five wintering on Heard Island
Rve sdentists and support staff from ANARE

are spending just over a year on Heard Island
where their programme comprises 16 projects.
It is the first time since 1954 that ANARE
personnel have wintered on the bleakand gale-
swept island which lies at 53deg 05minS/
73deg30mins E below the Antarctic conver
gence in the southern ocean about 1,500 km
from the Antarctic continent and 4,000 from
Australia.

Heard Island was first sighted in 1833 by
Peter Kemp, a British seabr. During the late
19th century an extensive "local industry"
flourished decimating first the Elephant and
Fur seal populations and later the King Pen
guins. It became an Australian external terri
tory in 1947 from when an Australian National
Antarctic Expedition occupied a base at Atlas
Cove until 1954. Subsequently only brief visits
have been made during the summer mainly for
biological and zoological work as well as some
gladal monitoring and historic investigation.
Other visitors to the Island have included the
American satellite Tracking Programme of
1969 and the Angfo French Expedition of
1971, as well as a privately organised expedi
tion in 1983 on Anaconda U.

Field leader for this year is Atrila Vrana who
is also providing technical support. Erwin Erb
is the medical officer and there are three
biologists Ken Green, David Slip and Geoff
Moore. They were depbyed at Spit Bay by
Icebird on January 25 and spent their first
month constructing a storage building and
erecting andfittingout their fibreglass"googies",
living and working quarters.

The "googies" or "proto" shelters were
designed by the expedition leader. Innovative

features include an aerodynamic shape to
prevent a buildup of drifting snow, a built-in hot
water heating system, and better and more
comfortable fittings making them more suit
able for bng-term accommodation. They are
also three timesthe volume of comparable field
shelters. All buildings are to be removed at the
end of the expedition, during which the party
will be completely isolated with only a satellite
data link to the Antarctic Division and a radio
voice link to Davis Station, Antarctica, 1744
km to the south.

Heard Island is heavily glaciated; over 80
percent is covered in ice which forms cliffs
abng part of the coastline. The highest point
is the volcano Big Ben, which stands at 2745
metres. There is little safe anchorage. Winds
inexcessof 100 knotsare experienced through
out the year. The vegetation and animal popu
lation are subantarctic. There are no exotic
introduced spedes and its biology and botany
are intact presenting an ecosystem representa
tive of the region and ideal for sdentific study.

Of the 16 projects scheduled for the pro
gramme, two relate to the Geomagnetosphere
and Pd pulsations across the Polar Ice cap and
two to human interactions and the ANARE
Health register and are associated with work
being carried out at other stations.

One of the major programmes involves
detailed gladal monitoring.

The gladers on the slope of the main vol
canic dome all have high average surface
slopes, are in a high snowfall regime, and are
shallow and fast moving. Because they are
dynamic and relatively short they respond
sensitively and quickly to climatic fluctuations
and could therefore provide anexcellent "proxy"
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record of climate change in this data-sparse
region of the Southern Ocean. Observations
over the last 40 years show that the gladers
have retreated significantly, sometimes as
much as several kilometers on the eastern end
of the Island. Some data can be collected by
satellite but its usefulness is often hampered by
cbud cover.

A cane array has been established on a
longitudinal section abng the Brown Glacier
and the Stephenson from the snout to as high
as they could above the equilibrium line. Each
month while they are there the heights of the
canes are to be measured. A smaller cane line
has also been established on the Vahsel Glacier
at the western end of the island. Additional
horizontal and vertical position data will be
obtained using GPS techniques, a handheld
receiver, laptop computer and an altimeter.
Gravity profiles are also to be made to deter
mine ice thickness and surface snow samples
colleded, melted and returned to Australia for
oxygen-isotope analysis.

Data from the programme will provide an
accurate baseline for monitoring any change of
Heard Island Gladers and for quantitative in
terpretation using existing 2-D glader models
to determine the causes of future changes.

Population monitoring
Antarctic fur seals have been observed in

large numbers in the shallow banks where
sdentists on research cruises have sighted
large numbers of fish which may in future
interest commercial fishermen to the detri
ment of the fur seal. Scientists are therefore
concerned about where fur seals forage during
the year and the spedes and sizes of fish they
are likely to take. Taking advantage of the 12
months on the island, scientists will obtain data
of the diet of the by analysing faecal and
stomachcontents of some 60 fur seals through
out the year, determine the foraging areas by
using time-depth-position recorders attached
to the fur and document the degree to which
seals have become entangled in marine netting
and other debris as part of an overall assess
ment of the potential effects of a commercial

fishery.
Seal censusing will also be undertaken on

the population, thought to be about 15,000 as
often as every two weeks. This is of particular
interest to a scientist involved in another project.
Fur seals on most subantarctic islands were
severely over-harvested during the last century
but at many places, including Heard Island, the
numbers are increasing but the early stages of
this change in trend have not been docu
mented. Heard Island provides the ideal op
portunity. Based on counts made in the seven
years between 1963-64 and 1987-88 pup
numbers have increased rapidly. Should they
decline suddenly, information from the study
could be used to identify problems such as
overfishing in nearby waters, interference with
the habitat or disturbance ashore.

For some years Australian sdentists have
also been studying aspects of the southern
elephant seal population at Macquarie Island
and now they have an opportunity to carry out
some comparative workat Heard Island. Itisof
particular significance because the southern
elephant seal has declined in numbers for two
interbreeding seasons by as much as 50 per
cent in the Indian Ocean sedor. By studying
the animals in two locations comparative data
can be obtained.

The southern Eephant seal lives up to 23
years and breeds on Antarctic and subantarctic
beaches and its population can be assessed
each October when the animals have haubd
out.

Seals from Macquarie are known to feed
near the Antarctic Polar front and if those from
Heard Island do the same they are likely to be
feeding over the submerged Kerguelen Pla
teau and be competing with the Soviet fisheries
taking over 27,000 tonnes of fish. Fur seals
may also be feeding in the same area.

Plans for the years study include determin
ing foraging areas by using time, depth and
position recorders attached to selected ani
mals, tracing them by satellite and correlating
data with that obtained from Macquarie Island.
Tagging, recording tags and later exchanging
the data with other researchers to discover the
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extent of migration. Counting the numbers
present. Weighing up to 300 animals of each
sex at birth and weaning todetermine maternal
investment. Stomach lavage and analysis of
contents to confirm the types of fish and squid
they are feeding on.

From this data they hope to discover the
extent of migration, identify their diet and
whether they are competing for food with
commercial fisheries and the fur seal, whether
the population is static or declining. The infor
mation can be used for management planning
in the future.

Of concern and related to fishing is the
survival of the penguin spedes which inhabit
the island and their rob as predators in the
Southern Ocean. Special emphasis is being
put on the King Penguin but the gentoos,
macaronis and rockhoppers will also be stud
ied. The work will include collection of data on
the diet of the king and gentoo penguins
throughout the year and of the macaroni and
rockhoppers during the summer; colfccting
data also on the annual energy and food
requirements of breeding king penguins at
Heard Island and of their chicks up to fledging.
The horizontal and vertical foraging areas of
the birds will be established by using time-
depth-position recorders. Photographs and
direct counts will be used to census the breed
ing population of the king penguins and to
establish reference breeding cobnies of the
gentoo penguins.

The study is similar to one already carried
out at Mawson and the results will yield data
essential to the future management and moni
toring of the marine ecosystem on the Heard
Island/Kerguelen Plateau and will be vital in
deciding the scab, location and timing of any
future commerdal fishery so that the aims and
objectives of the World Heritage Classifica
tions of Heard Island are not comprised. The
study is also in line with the work being under
taken by CCAMLR.

Pelagic litter
During the last ten or more years pelagic

plastics and other persistent synthetic materi
als have been recognised as a significant oce
anic pollutant and contaminant. These materi
als impact both on marine animals, seabirds
and onthe environment. By collecting samples
and monitoring the different types both in ship
and shore based (at Heard and Macquarie
Islands) operations sdentists can catalogue the
diversity and persistence of the litter, the sources
and rates of accumulation and make some
judgment astothe effectiveness of the relevant
international bgislation.

Invertebrate studies
Making a first attempt to record winter

(spring and autumn) as well as summer activity
of invertebrates in the subantarctic will be
undertaken for the South Australian Museum.
The purpose of the projedistodetermine their
contribution to decomposition and nutrient
recycling as part of the interrelationships be
tween the microbial and faunal community
structure. Documenting the annual activity of
invertebrates by sampling them with pitfall
traps throughout the year, establishing the
density and composition of the fauna by sam
pling five vegetation types with small pitfalls
and soil cores and obtaining preliminary data
on the biomass of invertebrates in the five
vegetationtypesisaUpartoftheproject. Some
information from the other subantarctic islands
on this subject is available but such detail from
Heard Island has never been obtained.

Mosses and lichens survey
Work on the survey of mosses and lichens

begun by Dr Rod Seppelt of Antarctic Division
in 1971 will also be included in the pro
gramme. This has involved continued taxo
nomic and phytogeographic surveying of the
plants to provide detailed picture of distribution
patterns and clarify the taxonomy of the plants.
It is also providing essential baseline data on
plant distributions and abundance which will
assist in management planning and the identi
fication of rare or endangered spedes and
areas worthy of special preservation or conser-
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vation.
Corrosion studies

Part of the work of the winterover team will
contribute to the preparation of a corrosion
map of Antarctica. This projed, already
underway at Rothera, Amundsen Scott South
Pole station, Vostok, Vanda, Scott Base, Mac
quarie Island, Commonwealth Bay and now at

Heard Island involves the preparation of stand
ard metal coupons and installation at specified
sampling points. After a year or two year's
exposure they are retrieved for analysis and
other samples may be installed to determine
annual variations. Data on corrosion rates can
be used by archaeologists involved in restoring
sites and by construction personnel.

Antarctic Treaty

All human activity in Antarctica
governed by new Treaty Protocol

The Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty on
EnvironmentalProtectioninMadrid wassigned
3/4 Odober 1991 by 23 of the 26 Consulta
tive Parties (CP's) with India, Japan and Korea
indicating their signature in the near future.

Agreement on the Protocol puts in place a
comprehensive and internally consistent envi
ronmental protection regime that will apply to
all human activity in Antarctica. Under the
Protocol mining is prohibited for at least 50
years and after that time the ban can only be
lifted by a majority of the Consultative Parties.
This must indude three-quarters of the current
Consultative Parties but any amendment to lift
the ban would only enter into force after its
ratification by three quarters ofthe Consultative
parties including all those presently holding
this status.

The Madrid meetings were the last of a
seriesof special Antarctic Treaty Meetings, the
first of which was held at Vina del Mar in
November 1990 (at which the Minerals Con
vention astentatively agreed to in Wellington in
1986 was discarded and a new document
prepared for discussion). Vina del Mar was
folbwed by meetings at Madrid in April and in
June of 1991 when it had been hoped to
achieve a resolution but at which the US
objected strongly to the singb country veto on
mining.

Under the annexes to the current agreement
a committee for environmental protection will
be established with a "whistle bbwing" func
tion for environmental probbms should they
arise. Non-governmentorganisationswillhave
observer status on the committee.

Other Annexes to the Protocol which have
been negotiated include the Conservation of
Fauna and Ffora, Marine Pollution, Waste
Management, Environmental Impad Assess
ment and Area Protection and Management.
On 7 Odober the XVI Antarctic Treaty Con
sultative Meeting began in Bonn, Germany
concluding on 18 October. Items onthe agenda
included the Interim Application ofthe Proto
col, the frequency of ATCM's, the questions of
the secretariat, area protection and manage
ment and tourism.

The meeting was again divided into working
groups with the first, chaired by Mr Hugh
Wyndham of Australia focussing onthe opera
tion of the Antarctic Treaty System, Inspec
tions under the Antarctic Treaty, Promotion of
International scientific co-opeation, Interna
tional Antarctic sdentific and logistic co-opera
tion, tourism and non government expeditions
in the Antarctic Treaty area, Frequency of
future Consultative meetings and the date and
place ofthe XVII ATCM. The second working
group, chaired by Dr Puceiro Ripoli of Uru-
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guay, discussed Environmental Monitoring,
Human Impact on the Antarctic Environment,
the annex to the protocol covering the Antarc
tic Proteded Area System. Area Protection
Draft annexes were tabled by the US and the
UK whib the Italians presented a concept
paper. An informal working group set up to
workontheUSandUKtextsmade its structure
simpler and more coherent, changed its name
and made allowance for the concept to em
brace more comprehensive protection of the
qualities identified. Historic sites and monu-
ments will be coveredby the annex. Also under
discussion were Antarctic Meteorology and
Te l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s , M a r i n e
Hydrometeorobgical services to Navigation in
the Southern Ocean, Cooperation in
Hydrographic surveying and charting of Ant
arctic Waters and Air Safety in the Antarctica.
One of the primary concerns at Bonn was the
interim application ofthe Protocol ensuring an
early entry into force but it was agreed that in
the meantime Consultative Parties would act,
as far as possible, in accordance with its provi
sions.

Regular annual meetings
The need for regular annual Consultative

Party meetings was also discussed. The next
meeting to be hosted by Italy will be held in
Venice from 11-20 November 1992 and then
in Japan in mid 1993. From 1994 they will be
held annually during April and May avoiding
the clash with the CCAMLR meeting in Odo
ber.

Secretariat
Widespread agreement exists for the con

cept of a Secretariat but its location was still a
matter of debate; its early establishment is
however a priority for the successful imple
mentation ofthe Protocol which will depend on
the coordination of information and advice and
recommendations which would be provided by
such a body.

Tourism
The French and Chileans sought an annex

to the Protocol covering the regulation of
tourism. The US, New Zealand and the United

Kingdom advocated identification ofthe points
that may need to be included in the protocol.
Such an assessment will be the subjed of an
informal meeting to be held for two days prior
to the start of the next ATCM on 9/10 Novem
ber 1992. The result may be a Code of
Condud for non-government activities, an
Antarctic Treaty Recommendation or an an
nex to the Protocol.

With the Treaty Parties now committed to
an early ratification of the Protocol, the com-
pbtion of the fifth annex on Area Protection
and Management and a move towards annual
ATCM's to be held in the first half of the year
considerable progress was made at the Bonn
meeting. Further delays however, in agree
ment over the Secretariat could be detrimental
to the implementation of the Protocol. The
question of tourism, detailed work on liability
and the terms of reference for the Committee
on Environmental Protection are main agenda
items for the Venice meeting schedufed for
November 1992.
The New Zealand delegation to the XVIth meet

ing in Bonn was led by Frank Wong from the
Ministry of External Relations and Trade and
comprised Clare Fearnley from the same depart
ment, Michael Prebble from the Ministry for the
Environment, Bob McFarlane from DSIR, and
Arani Cuthbert from Greenpeace.

Lyn Goldsworthy awarded
NZAS Conservation Trophy
The New Zealand Antarctic Society's Con

servation Trophy has been awarded to Lyn
Goldsworthy of the Australian section of the
Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition. The
award, whichis made annually atthe discretion
ofthe Council ofthe Society, is for an outstand
ing contribution to the conservation of the
Antarctic or sub-Antarctic.

Born in New Zealand in 1954 Lyn
Goldsworthy was educated at Papakura High
and completed a BSc in Chemistry and Physi
cal Geography at Auckland University be-
Continued on page 248
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Greenpeace removes base and
changes tactics

for future Antarctic work
At 1 p.m. (NZDST) Friday 28 February,

1992 Greenpeace's Antarctic ship the MV
Gondwana, arrived at the Western Viaduct
Wharf in Auckland New Zealand having com
pleted its final expedition to Antarctica. The
ship will be sold and others used by the organi
sation for further Antarctic work.

With the World Park Base now dismantled
the organisation is free of the time-consuming
resupply commitments and will focus its activi
ties more on inspection of "fishing vessels,
bases and other human activities which
Greenpeace believes should be a routinely
checked to ensure compliance with existing
environmental regulations, and to identify ad
ditional potential environmental probtems that
need to be addressed," according to a policy
document released late last year.

On board MV Gondwana were the mate
rials and fittings from the World Park Base at
Cape Evans, the only year-round non-govern
ment station in Antarctica. The base was built
in the summer of 1986-87 at Home Beach,
Cape Evans on Ross Island, Antarctica lati
tudes 77deg, 38 min South, 166 deg, 24
minutes E close to Scott's Hut at Cape Evans.
Although the main building was constructed in
1987 of pre-fabricated units, further additions
were made in 1988 to 1990. Base buildings at
the time of demolition comprised an L-shaped
main building which included an accommoda
tion unit comprising a living area, four separate
bedrooms, a bathroom, radio room, medical
and sdence room, coat room and a snow
metter. In addition there was a fuel rack,
storage shed for food, SATCOM tower, wind
generator, and radio antennas.

The base has been occupied continuously
since it was built. Various general hands and
spedalists have conduded a limited sdentific
programme and monitoring of activities at
nearby McMurdo Station and Scott Base as
well as the German and Italian stations.

Last year's team comprised Keith Swenson
from the USA who was base leader and is a
spedalist in field safety and survival. He has
participated in four resuppHes and spent two
summers at McMurdo. Scientific coordinator
Sabine Schmidt from Germany, has a PhD in
Geology and Pabontobgy and has coordi
nated the Greenpeace Antarctic sdence pro
gramme for four years. Scientist Wojtek Moskal
from Poland has an MSC in physical oceanog
raphy and extensive experience of the Arctic.
All three had overwintered at the Base twice.
The radio operator Oz Ertok came from Aus
tralia. All but Oz Ertok, who was evacuated by
air courtesy New Zealand authorities in No
vember, returned on the ship.

Prior to the arrival of the ship the base team
made preliminary preparations so that the
removal operation could start immediately.
MV Gondwana bft Auckland on 10 Decem
ber, spent two days in Wellington and arrived
at the ice edge 14 nautical miles from Cape
Evans on 27 December. Ice conditions pre
cluded her drawing abngside until near the end
of the projed and so a shore party averaging
15 were transferred by the vessei'stwo Hughes
helicopters and accommodated in the Foot
steps of Scott (FOS) hut (which had formed
part ofthe base) and tents. Cooking and other
domestic facilities were instalbd in the FOS hut
for the operation.
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Once the wind generator had been lowered
to the ground the towers that formed part of it
was dismantled and abng with the SATCOM
and radio antenna could be broken down into
small sections for easy stowage on the ship.
Guy wires were then removed and anchors dug
out.

Fuel removed
The main (1500 litre) fuel tanks outside the

engine room had been run to exhaustion, were
drained and removed and other fuel in drums
was transported to the ship and transferred
into tanks with a small pump. The drums were
then crushed and stored and the fuel rack
which comprised pipes and clamps was dis
mantled and packed away.

Food was transferred from the storage shed
to the ship and the building dismantled. Power
was then disconnected and items such as
heaters, water system, snow melting equip
ment and the Rota-Loo were removed before
the main building was dismantled in stages.

The FOS hut was the last structure to be
removed but the contents of the main building
(including personal bebngings, furniture, hy
droponics system, galley area including the
Raybum stove, medical supplies, radio room)
were first packed and transferred to the ship.
Containers were made beforehand and from
materials which came to hand while the opera
tion was in progress.

All field depots were also taken out, includ
ing the emergency supplies which had been
kept a short distance from the base.

Folfowing the removal of all equipment and
dismantling and stowing of the structures, a
general cban up which had continued progres
sively throughout the operation, was com-
pbted with small items, such as nails and wood
slivers being picked up by hand.

The helicopters, pibted by Dave Walley of
the United Kingdom and Paula Huckteberry
from USA were maintained by Mike Mebche
from Canada, who also flew. In all it took nearly
100 hours of flying to transfer materials from
the base site to the ship.

A comprehensive monitoring programme
has been undertaken ever since the base was
first built and was continued throughout the
dismantling operation. A follow up is planned
for later seasons to provide information on the
cumulative impacts of World Park Base.

Priorities for remedial action in the 1991/
92 season were to remove hazards for seals
and birds and to restore the natural surface.
They also sought to minimise the impad on
soils and soil biota.

Preliminary assessment carried out in
1991/92 allowed some remedial action to be
carried out specifically on soil contaminated by
fuel spills or disturbed by base structures or
removal activities. Advice solicited from several
Antarctic environmental and soil sdentists, on
possibilities for remedial action on soil with fuel
contamination yielded advice ranging from
suggestions to remove all of it to relying com
pletely on natural degradation. However most
sdentists agreed that a combination of re
moval, treatment (if feasibfe), natural degrada
tion and monitoring was the best option.

Environmental monitoring
During the base removal, Greenpeace also

conduded a scientific assessment of human
impact on the base area, under the direction of
Dr William Marlatt Professor of Air Resources,
Environmental Resource Assessment and Bio-
ctmatobgy, Department of Earth Resources,
College of Forestry and Natural Resources at
the Cobrado State University. Greenpeace
sdentists took sampbs from the surrounding
soil, lakes and coastal waters, which will be
analysed for traces of pollutants, such as fuel,
heavy metals and nutrients. Through this on
going study, they hope to be abb to quantify
the effect of their seven year presence and
occupationofthe area by others includingScott's
expedition and the Footsteps of Scott person
nel as well as others involved in projects in the
area. One fecetofthis project is finger-printing
of fuel found to have spilled in the area to trace
its origin.

Gretchen Umlauf from the same university
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asDr Marlatt in the United States designed the
projed. Other personnel involved in the moni
toring included Ricardo Roura, an Argentinean
who has spent two years with his national
programme and a overwintered at World Park
Base in 1990. He was also scientific coordina-
tor during part of the 1990/91 expedition. Liz
Can*, an American, who overwintered in 1989
was also much involved.

Scientific programme
Other scientific projects have induded some

geological surveying, sampling for baderia in
coastal waters and routine meteorological ob
servations. Someofthisworkhasbeencarried
out in conjunction with universities all over the
world.

During the time Greenpeace has maintained
a constant presence in Antarctica as a "self
appointed environmental watchdog" for the
world's last great wilderness, the "base has
been the cornerstone of its campaign to pre
serve the Antarctic continent as a World Park,
proteded from mineral exploitation and dedi
cated instead to wilderness values" and more
recently, to peaceful scientific research. The
decision to remove the base was made in
"recognition of a new environmental agree
ment (see page 239) which bans commercial
mining from Antarctica for at feast 50 years. It
was signed by most Antarctic Treaty nations
on 4 October, 1991.

Protocol, just a start,
Greenpeace claims however "the signing of

the Protocol to be an important vidory, but it
is still only a commitment on paper and has yet
to be turned into action on the ground." And,
The Protocol must be passed into national law
by all 26 Treaty Consultative parties before it
can be enforced.

With the removal of the base the organisa
tion is now free of the commitment to regular
resupply and can nowuse mobile sdentific field
teams to observe and monitor activities in all
parts of Antarctica and ensure that the new
environmental protocol is respeded. In future

Greenpeace will increase its inspection activi
ties and monitor the impfementation of the
Environmental Protocol and the Convention
on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Liv
ing Resources (CCAMLR). This, the organisa-
tionbelieves, ran best be aclibved by terminat
ing the activities at World Park Base, so as to
permit thedepbymentof several independently
mobile teams allowing more flexibility in itiner
aries and a better fulfillment of its rob as
watchdog.

The organisation will visit stations all over
the continent to assess environmental impacts.
Teams will also ensure that the protection
measures that have been agreed to in the new
protocol are impbmented and adhered to in
Antarctica.

Greenpeace does not envisage that any
station could be built in the Antarctic without
leaving some trace of its existence. However
their objed has been to maintain a presence
that has had minimum possible impad. Some
ofthe features they adopted were composting
toilets and the use of solar and wind energy to
reduce the dependence on fossil fuels by up to
50 percent. Keeping the staff running the base
and sdentific programmes as small as possible
is also advocated.

Abandoned facilities
Greenpeace believes that all abandoned

facilities should be completely removed. There
are sites all over Antarctica that show human
presence. Some were whaling stations, others
sheltered early explorers but most are the
produdof national Antarctic stations and many
contain drums which have rusted leaking fuel,
exposed batteries and sharp rusty metal. Pen
guins and seals recobnising the sites are ex
posed to the hazards.

The Expedition also spent time at both
McMurdo Station (USA) and Scott Base where
staff members documented operations and
studied impacts on the local environment. It
was particularly interested in the cfean-up pro
gramme underway at McMurdo, recognising
and applauding the efforts by the Americansto
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lessen the effect their base has on the local
environment. They noted that the ice staging
of garbage and obsolete equipment had been
stopped, the dump dosed and a recycling and
retrograding programme organised. Concern
was however expressed in the continued prac
tice of indnerating all kinds of rubbish, includ
ing plastics which release toxins into the air. A
large quantity of fuel is said to be stored in
unprotected tanks and seven hundred pounds
of ground up food, including untreated poultry
waste is washed down the galley drain and out
into McMurdo Sound every day.

Once the removal of the base had been
completed the vessel left the area for observa
tion and monitoring at Cape Hallett and Terra
Nova Bay and returned to New Zealand via
Campbell Island.

Personnel for the 1991/92 season

International Projed Coordinator for the
season wasPaul Bogart, an American who has
worked for Greenpeace on Antarctic issues for
five years and was expedition campaigner in
1988/89. He has specialised in McMurdo
environmental issues. The Expedition co
ordinator was Dana Harmon also from the
United States. She fulfilled the same role for
part of the 1990/91 expedition. General
advisor to the expedition was Maj De Poorter
from Belgium. She has a doctorate in zoology,
seven years experience with Greenpeace on
Antarctic issues and has been on-board cam
paigner on two previous expeditions induding
the second during which the Base was con
structed.

In charge of the field team was Peter
Wilkinson from the United Kingdom. He has
co-ordinated four expeditions induding the
base construction. Ken Ballard also from the
UK wasresponsible for ship board logistics. He
has previously been first Mate on all six Antarc
tic expeditions. Simon Reedman, a marine
engineer from Australia was in charge of base
logistics this season. Last year he was respon
sible for resupply and logistical support to the

base during the year.
Greenpeace have been using a new concept

dubbed TRAMP for small teams put into the
field and pulled out quickly with minimum
impad. Peter Wilkinson was TRAMP co
ordinator for the season and the logistics were
handled by Andy Henderson, an Australian.
MV Gondwana sailed south under the com

mand of Captain Arne Sorensen of Denmark
who also aded as ice pilot. He has been master
on the Gondwana for the past three expedi
tions and has captained vessels in the Antarctic
for some 15 years. First and second mates for
the voyage last season were Walt Simpson of
the USA and Jussi MaDtia from Finland. The
chief engineer was Mike Zehnpfennig of Ger
many, assisted by Rob WiDighagen and Albert
Ubels both from the Netherlands working as
second and third engineer respectively.
Zehnpfennig was a veteran of three expedi
tions on board the vessel, induding resupplies
while Willighagen had been engineer on two
of each. The ebdridan for the voyage was
Mick Gunning, a New Zealander. Two cooks
provided sustenance for the voyage. They
were Tony Henderson from Australia and
Jody Lusk from New Zealand.

Three of the five deckhands had dual roles.
They were Cornelius van Dorp from New
Zealand who was also doctor. He has overwin
tered at the World Park Base; Bas Beentjes,
carpenter from the Netherlands who has been
on two expeditions and two resupplies of the
base and Shaun Nayfor of the United Kingdom
who was also a mechanic. Rirther assistance
on deck was provided by Liz Carr and Marc
deForneaux both from the USA. Marc de
Forneaux had participated in four expeditions
and four resupplies ofthe base. Radio operator
for the vessel was an Australian Ian Babner.
Footnote: In its post season press release Greenpeace
has claimed that its presence has had a significant
influence on the nearby American station of
McMurdo, which Is currently undergoing a major
clean-up. A Greenpeace field team spent three
weeks living at the U.S. base this summer to assess
the improvements there and campaign against per
sistent problems, such as incineration, unsafe fuel
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and the disposal of food scraps into the ocean. It is
perhaps worth noting that the initiative for a review
of environmental practices appeared on the agenda
of Antarctic Treaty up to four years before the
organisation actually chose to station themselves in
the area of the Ross Dependency. Gradually the
movement has gained impetus and been implement
ed; the organisation has however, drawn public
attention to the problems at the various bases and
gained a great deal of experience in operating such
units in the Antarctic. Ed.

Rescue of Greenpeace member

Ozcan Ertok of Australia, a member of the
Greenpeace winter-over team, was success-
fu lly airlifted from Mt. Erebus by a join t New
Zealand and United States Search and Res-
cueTeam(SAR)on Wednesday, 27Novem
ber, 1991 about 1 p.m. The operation was
requested on the Tuesday by Greenpeace

Dismantling and removal of the World Park Base at Cape Evans during the 1991/92 season-
Greenpeace photo.
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after three other members of the team on a
field trip in the Dry Valley region, over 40
km from Cape Evans had been unable to
raise Mr Ertok on two planned radio sched
ules. Weather in the Cape Evans and Mt
Erebus area had deteriorated at the time
with a 50 km/wind reducing visibility to
about 250 metres.

Two helicopters and the SAR teams were
put on standby shortly after the request for
assistance was made and once the weather
cleared on the Wednesday the operation

began with refuge huts and possible climb
ing routes being checked first. Mr Ertok was
located 1500 metres up Mt. Erebus in a
tent, by SAR personnel Maryann Waters
and Jon deVriesflyingin anRNZAF Iroquois
helicopter. Once rescued, Mr Ertok was
flown to McMurdo Station for a medical
checkup and accommodated at Scott Base
before being flown out to New Zealand by
agreement between Greenpeace and DSIR
Antarctic.

Books

Antarctic journeys recalled
Wild Ice, Antarctic Journeys by Colin Monteath, Roy Naveen, Tui de Roy and Mark
Jones. Published, 1990 byTheSmithsonion Institution Washington in conjunction with
Hedgehog House in New Zealand. ISBN 0473-01021-6,224 pages, 175 plates, 285 x
240 mm. NZ$68

Wild Ice is the work of four internationally
known photographers who between them
have made more than 60 trips to the Antarctic
and have used their own work to supplement
personal impressions expressed in the text. It
covers Antarctica from the convergence to the
South Pole and includes South Georgia.

The four, Ron Naveen, Colin Monteath, Tui
de Roy and Mark Jones are described on the
dust jacket as naturalists, photographers and
writers. Three ofthe contributors have also led
trips to the Antarctic and Colin Monteath is a
mountaineer with extensive Antarctic experi
ence gained during ten years with the New
Zealand Antarctic Research Programme and
subsequently in a freelance capadty.
The first section,' 'At the Edge, and Beyond''

is contributed by Ron Naveen and focuses
mainly on South Georgia where, employed by
the British Antarctic Survey, he went "not for
vacation, but to count penguins, find seabird
burrows, and further catalog South Georgia's
abundant fauna", [page 27] "Visually and
emotionally, the island of South Georgia over
whelms" (page 23] and Naveen's account is

telling. In between the facts we have recollec
tions, history, philosophy, adventure and
humor, some of which provides unique insight
into the nature of the abundant life which exists
on the island. In one caption for exampb he
writes "A pair of macaroni penguins offer a
greeting from a tussock mound nest site at the
Welcome Islets of South Georgia. The friendly
gesture beliesthe feisty and irritable disposition
of the birds.". Writing of skuas Naveen says
"These sultans of avian S.W AT. are particu
lar favorites, in my mind providing perfect
metaphors for the fife-and death-struggles that
rdgn so obviously here...Skua's are fiercely
protective of their turf, especially with young
just hatched, and claw marks may be a linger
ing souvenir for the working sdentist. It is said
that skuas can be distracted by holding a stick
or fist above one's head. However, I've had a
marauding skua knock a three-foot-bng two-
by-four right out of my hands, surprising both
of us but causing permanent damage to nei
ther." (Sticks are not exactly abundant on the
continent but the advice proffered in various
field manuals is no doubt valid.)
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Mark Jones is the author of the second
contribution entitled "Flow of Ice, Ebbs of
Time, a journey through the cycle of ice in the
Southern Ocean." He starts with a graphic
account of an ice berg breaking up in a storm.
A great deal of factual information is presented
in this section in which we learn that'Tce comes
in infinite shapes and varieties, from the small
est spicule to the largest glader. Over seventy-
eight types have been specifically named: from
pancake ice to bulletice, greenicetogrease ice,
ice dust to ice flowers, ice haycocks to ice
saddles. Ice can be grounded or it can float, it
can be fast or it can rumple, it can form tongues
or it can form fringes. Ice can be anything; in
Antarctica ice is everything." (page 81] In a
second section he provides covers the food
chain which we leam is foreshortened in the
southern ocean' 'often consisting of only three
links: microalgae-krill-penguin, or perhaps
microalgae-krill-whale". [page 87] Pleasing
too, is the author's reference to the thinning of
the ozone layer and not the so called "ozone
hole", (page 94J

The only woman among the team Tui De
Roy provides the third section of the book
entitled "SolarMessage...seasonsof life around
the Antarctic Peninsula". Dubbed "the banana
belt" because of its comparatively mild tem-
peraturesthe Peninsula isrichinwildlife. "Com
pared to five species of Antarctic penguins, no
less than twenty-four tube-nosed seabirds ride
the turbulent air currents of the Southern
Ocean. They range from the regal albatrosses
to the tiniest storm petrels and prions," writes
Tuide Roy in her account of four seasonson the
Peninsula which covers the arrival, mating,
nesting, incubation, growth and departure of
the wild life. "If life in the Antarctic seas thrives
in impressive multitudes, the scene on the
continent is a striking contrast by any stand
ards. Not a single spedes of vertebrate can
survive here, leaving a few insects, mites and
nematodes as the sole representatives of the
entire animal kingdom. Even plants are not
considerably ahead, [page 1481..."ButwhenI
set foot ashore, expecting to delve further into
an utterly pristine environment, I found myself

stumbling among heaps of twisted cables,
rusted tin cans, nail-studded boards, slabs of
concrete and any amount of other refuse."
[page 148] Again interesting facts are in
cluded on the nature of the birds and their
breeding habits. Whales and seals are not
ignored either, for observations on the Leop
ard (rarely seen ashore with a pup), the Weddell
and the Ross are also made.

"Beyond the Stained-Glass Sea" is the final
contribution which has been written by Colin
Monteath and comprises "Vignettesfrom Ross
Island and the Transantarctic Mountains of
Vidoria Land." With less emphasis on wildlife
this author has been abb to concentrate more
on the history and description, first ofthe Ross
Island area and then of experiences accompa
nying parties to Mt. Erebus, one of which
included a descent into the crater. There is a
heap of palatable sdence in this section, plenty
of interesttooand it was notaQ hard work. "We
hacked a hole in the base of a twenty-meter ice
tower formed by condensing steam. It was a
relief to escape the keen breeze by crawling
inside the chimney-like structure, burying our
selves in hot clammy soil. Although one reeks
of sulphur afterwards, such polar saunas are
definitely hard to beat. Sheer luxury I Whenwe
stepped outside again, however, our moist
outer garments instantly froze into suits of
armour. Clanking like rusty gates, we huffed
and puffed our way back to camp...." [page
167] And "Christmas dinner on Erebus was a
fun affair. A leg of lamb smothered in vegeta
bles had been wrapped in silver foil and cooked
for two days in the hot soil of the side crater. A
dozen people ripped into the feast Cel
ebrations were interrupted shortly afterward
when Ray Dibble's thirty kilogram pyramid
tent blew away, sending us scurrying into a
maelstrom of blinding powder snow to search
for his precious sbeping bag. As the wind
thrashed to and fro, holding down bent poles
and relashing unruly canvas to anchors be
came an exercise in temerity." [page 171]

In another section Colin Monteath recalls
the Erebus disaster which occurred during his
time as Field Officer with Antarctic Division of
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DSIR, its impact on those who helped recover
the bodies and the personal strengthening of
his commitment to the preservation of the
continent. There is plenty of history too, with
photographs of the Scott's and Shackleton's
Huts at Cape's Evans and Royds as well as
accounts of sledging with dogs across the
iceshelf and around Ross Island. When Prince
Edward visited the continent Monteath accom
panied him to the ice and recollections of the
visit to the dry valleys and to the Pole have also
been included.

Three maps and some useful notes on the
choice of cameras, film and other equipment
conclude the book. The photographs, used
throughout are superb and with considerable
courage the authors have chosen to run some
across two pages. Although they are cut by the

Continued from page 240

tween 1973 and 1976 and an MSc at New
castle University in 1977 and 1978. From
there she worked as a research assistant, officer
and tutor before committing herself to full-time
activist work as Antarctic Campaigner for the
Fund for Animals from 1983. In 1988 she
joined the Greenpeace Antarctic campaign,
having coordinated the southern hemisphere
secretariat of ASOC since April 1984.

Throughout this time Lyn has represented
Australian non-government environmental or
ganisations on several Government delega
tions to Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meet
ings, including six of the special Antarctic
minerals regime negotiating sessions and all of
the XI Special Antardic Consultative Meeting
sessions held to negotiate a new Environmental
Protocol to the Treaty. She represented ASOC
in other negotiations to obtain observer status
to meetings of the Commission of CCAMLR
and the ATCM and attended VIII CCAMLR in
1989 as the ASOC observer.

Lyn has traveled to the Antarctic twice at the
invitation of the Australian government to un
dertake an environmental review of their
station practices and has served on the Antarc
tic Science Advisory Committee since 1988.

binding great care has been taken to ensure a
perfect match at the join. Overall the text is
good; the authors' intermittent overwriting
and abundant use of adjectives can perhaps be
attributed to the genuine enthusiasm they have
for their subject and therefore forgiven.

In the foreword H.R.H. Prince Edward
wrote "There are other places in the world
where nature stuns, amazes, or utterly domi
nates man's achievements, but there are few
places where all these forces combine. Antarc
tica is a continent that continually humbles
man and not least man's greed This book
should give you an insight into the life of this
great continent. Most important, I hope it
helps you understand it." [page 13] The re
viewer is inclined to agree, for it is a timely
volume. Ed

The Conservation Trophy is a miniature
Emperor penguin carved by a Christchurch
sculptor in African walnut. In making the
award to Lyn Goldsworthy, the coundl consid
ered that she had "contributed to a significant
aspect of Antarctic Conservation at a critical
time for the future of the Antarctic Treaty
System." As the trophy cannot leave New
Zealand Lyn, like other recipients, has been
presented with a certificate at a private cer
emony during a visit to Auckland.

Lyn Goldsworthy receives the Conserva
tion Trophy from Society President,
Michael Wing. Photo: Helen Wing
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